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Today
Ten Pages
In Our 94th Year

choose what his existence will
be tomorrow."
Noting that freedom of choice
is the one attribute that relates
mankind to a Supreme Being,"
he told the 522 candidates for
degrees that choice is a condition in the present that holds
promise for the future but has
no control over past events.
"Consequence is the fruit of
choice which we must harvest,
be it bitter or sweet," he continued. "It is from this harvest
of consequence that learning
comes forth."
concepts
rejected
He
predominant in Freudian and
behavioral psychology in favor
of the humanistic viewpoint.
"If one believes man is
merely the result of biological,
psychological and sociological
conditions, his tomorrows are
limited and his consequences
Who can eomplain about the fixed," Sparks explained.
weather? Maybe just those who "Such a view would make no
provision for choice and,
got too much of the sun
therefore, eliminate responLet's all hope for a bumper sibility."
But he cited the theory of
crop of soy beans, corn and
wheat. This is about the only humanistic psychology as
thing that will bring food prices having a framework that
recognizes individuals ,is delfdans.
determining human beings with
The group who went overseas freedom to grow through
with Ron Bershear are all back responsible choice.
Entitled "Tomorrow," his
in good shape with plenty of
stories to tell of their ex- address stressed the need to
periences. Larry Robinson look to the future for opbrought us a picture of Mona portunity, choice, plans,
the one with the aspirations and hope. He
Lisa
to
mysterious smile). Says that spurned the temptation
she outdrew Whistler's Mother recall highlights of my life
during 25 years at Murray
at the museum in Paris.
State" and advised the
Finding restrooms was the graduates to follow in their lives
big chore in Paris, France, by always looking ahead.
"If you and I were to forfeit
according to a card from Ron
that came in Friday. We got a anticipation for reminiscence, if
card from Larry on Saturday.
(See Sparks, Page 105

U..L. Knight Killed
In Accident South of
Hazel Saturday Night

Summer graduates at Murray
State University were told
during commencement exercises Friday that the shape of
tomorrow for each individual is
a direct reflection of his
freedom to choose personal
values.
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, standing at the threshold of
retirement as president of the
university, urged the graduates
to recognize that "man does not
simply exist, but always may

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

The Shrine Golf Tournament
is set for this weekend with 244
golfers scheduled to participate.

Jimmy King, of Fox Meadows Trailer Park, was me smieusly injured when his car went out of
control and left the road on Highway 94 West, according to State Trooper James Barnett. King said
that a dog ran out in front of him, just east of the Wiswell Road, and that he lost control of the car.
King suffered bruises and abrasions, and had a possible back injury, according to Barnett.
Authorities of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital, said that Klag was treated and released for
minor injuries. The accident occurred at about 2:10 a.m. today IN front of the homes of James and
John Parker west of Murray. Some damage was reportedly dswe tithe yards of the Parkers' homes,
according to Joe McClard, of McClard's wrecker service, Who towed In the car.
Staff Photo lby-David Hill

14;71E6U President

Curris Strongly Committed To
Concept of Regional University
Dr. Constantine ( Dino)
Curris, newly-elected president
of Murray State University,
says he is strongly committed to
the concept of a regional
university and says he plans to
focus on ways that Murray
State can meet the needs of me
West Kentucky area.
Curris, selected Saturday by
the Murray State Board of
Regents, says he plans to
University's
develop the
programs with. that goal in
mind.
"I believe very strongly in
the concept of a regional university which holds that
through teaching, applied research and continuing education and service the university
seeks to meet the needs of the
people who live in that region,"
Curris said.
Curris, a 32-year-old Williamson native and a bachelor, will
succeed retiring president Dr.
Harry M. Sparks Sept. 15.

Shrtners in North America
put out $26 million dollars annually to maintain the hospitals.
The average cost per orthopedic
patient is $2,000 and 170,000 kids
a year are treated in these
hospitals completely free of
charge.
Jay Stoehr
Local Shriners have contributed about $4,000 in the last
two years with the Murray
Shrine Club 'giving $2,000 as a
club and over $1,500 individually.
Several local children have
received treatment to make
them whole again so they can
lead normal lives. It is
estimated that local children
have received about $40,000 in
treatments.
Practically every member of
(See Seen & Heard, Page 10)

Story Hour Will
Be Held, Library

-%

The Story Hour for Pre-School
children will be held WedriCsday
from 10:00 to 11:00 a.m. at the
Public
County
Calloway
Library. The program will
feature Indian legends both in
stories and films.
School-age Story Hour will be
from 3:00 to 4:00 p.m. Wednesday aftei Hoon and an entertaining new film on the
fabulous Harlem Globe Trotters
will be shown.

The Weather

1973

Partly cloudy and very warm
this afternoon and Tuesday,
with highs in the upper 80s this
afternoon and the low 90s Tuesday.' Clear and mild tonight.
- with the low in the upper 60s,
Partly cloudy and very warm
Wednesday
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Sparks Delivers Address
To Summer MSU Graduates

The purpose of the tournament is to raise funds for the
Shrine Crippled Children'S
hospital of which there are 19
3
Orthopedic hospitals and
burns institutes.
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Jay Stoehr Will
Be Honored By
Moose Lodge
Murray Moose Lodge No. 2011
will have a special enrollment
ceremony on Tuesday, August
7, at seven p.m. in honor of Jay
Stoehr, assistant director of the
Enrollment
Membership
Department of the Loyal Order
of the Moose.
Stoehr had been serving as
assistant regional director of
the states of Pennsylvania,
Ohio, West Virginia, New
and
Delaware,
Jersey,
Maryland, and the District of
Columbia when he was
promoted to his present position
on November 1, 1959.
The man who will be honored
here is the son of the late J. Jack
Stoehr who was regional
director of the area listed above
for his son, was a past Supreme
governor and a past director
general of the order.
The younger Stoehr worked
with his father in promoting
Moose throughout his territory.
He is a life member and past
governor of Steubenville, Ohio,
Moose Lodge No. 619,, and is
also a life member of Western
Reserve Legion No. 7, second
degree of the Moose. The
fraternity's highest degree,
Pilgrim Degree of Merit, has
also been conferred on Stoehr
for his meritorious service to
the order, a local member said.
All members are invited to
the special ceremony, Murray
Moose officers said.

The appointment was announced by H. Glenn Doran,
chairman of the regents, following a _two-hour closed-door
meeting to consider six finalists
out of an original field of 216

Dr. Constantine Curtis
applicants for the presideni
Doran described Curris a!,"a
young, articulate man who
seems to have the qualifications we felt the university
needs at this time
Curris accepted a four-w ear
contract at an annual salary of
$39,030.
Curris has been vice president and dean of the faculty at
the West Virginia Institute of

Technology in Montgomery, W
Va., and formerly held administrative posts at Marshall ( W.
Va.) University and with the
West Virginia State Board of
Education at Charleston.
A graduate of the University
bfiCentucky, Curtis earned his
master's degree in political science from the University of Illinois and a doctorate in education from UK.
Curris will be the sixth and
youngest president of Murray
State.
Doran said the selection of
Curris was unanimous, noting
that Curris and Frederick P.
McGinnis, former president
Alaska Methodist University,
were the two finalists after others were eliminated during Saturday's screening process.
Earlier reports had indicated
that Owensboro attorney Wells
T. Lovett, a close personal
friend of Gov. Wendell Ford,
was the front runner for the
post. But support for Lovett
dwindled after Harry Lee Waterfield, a member of the MSU
regents, indicated last week he
imported soIMIIINI_ with
background in academic administration for ths presidency.

U.L. Knight of 1602 Kirkwood,
was
45,
age
Murray,
pronounced dead on arrival at
nine p.m. Saturday at the Henry
County General Hospital, Paris,
Tenn.
The Murray man suffered
massive head injuries when he
was run over by a car driven by
Danny Lynn Henson, age 22, of
Benton Route Five on U.S.
Highway 641 South, about two
miles north of Puryear, Tenn.,
according to Trooper Kenneth
Bethune of the Tennessee Highway Patrol.
Trooper Bethune said apparently Knight was headed
toward Hazel when he pulled his
car off the road,stopped, got out
of the car, and either fell or
passed out in the right lane of
_the highway.
Henson told 'ftooper Buthune
that a eickUP -truck.in Irma of.
him, locked his brakes and
swerved to miss the person in
the highway; as they were
going north on 641, but Henson
told them he was unable to
avoid hitting Knight.
The trooper said no ctiegill"
had been filed following the
accident.
Knight was a back hoe
operator for the Rex Camp
Construction Company here.

Gray Thinks He Gave Nixon
Sufficient Warning Last Year
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Former acting FBI Director L.
Patrick Gray III said today he
thinks he gave President Nixon
sufficient warning last year for
him to know that improper and
illegal things were being done
by his staff members.
Gray said he signalled Nixon
.July 6, 1972, less than three
weeks after the Watergate
break-in, and told him that men

Mrs. Joe McKinney Is
Injured On Saturday
Mrs. Joe(Carol) McKinney of
Murray Route Six received an
injury to her hand on Saturday.
She was admitted to the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital but was dismissed on
Sunday. Reports are some
unidentified object hit her hand
while she was mowing her yard.
REVIVAL MEETING
Rev Roger Joseph is the
speaker at the revival meeting
being held at the Brewers
United Methodist Church this
week. Services will be held at
7:30 each evening through
August 11.

on his staff were trying to
wound him by usine the FBI and
the Central Intelligence Agency
to confuse investigators trying
to interview two key witnesses,
he said.
"Do you think a reasonable
and prudent man, on the basis
of the warning you gave him at
that time, would have been
alerted to the fact that his staff
was engaged in something that
was improper, unlawful, illegal" asked Sen. Herman E.
Talmadge, D-Ga.
"I do," Gray said
Testifying before the Senate
Watergate committee, Gray
also said that, contrary to Nixon's statement that he ordered
Watergate investigators to begin reporting directly to him
last March 21, he received no
such order from the President,
or anyone else.
Gray said the President
called him two days laier;-.
March 23, and tdld him he.
thought Gray was being attacked unfairly at the Senate
Judiciary Committee, which
eventually refused to endorse
Gray's nonsimation - to beeemepermaneadmad at the FBI
Vray swid Sae NAIL him

Born October 31, 1927, in
Murray, he was the son of Mrs.
Pearl Eldridge Johnson of 502
South 5th Street, Murray, and
the late Roy Knight.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Grace Knight, 1602 Kirkwood,
Murray; mother, Mrs. Johnson
of Murray; one daughter, Mrs.
Don (Carol) Marine of Murray
Route One; one son, Richard
Knight of 1602 Kirkwood;
Murray; three sisters, Mrs.
Novis (Izetta) Pate, 1010
Hickory, Mrs. David Kathryn)
, 414 South 16th Street,

Two Persons Treated And
Released Following Crash
TWA, kcal per3sta received
injuries in a traffic collision that
occurred Friday afternoon in
Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Crawford of 1610 West Main
were treated and released from
the Murray-Calloway Hospital
following an accident at the
intersection of Highway 641 and
Glendale Road.
Hospital officials said that
received
Crawford
Mr.

Lions Club Makes Donation
To Human Growth Foundation
The Murray Lions Club
contributed $300 to the Human
Growth Foundation, according
to Mrs. Harold McReynolds,
. —.
local representative.
This contribution will be used
nationally to foster research in
the area of Human Growth, and
locally for assistance to those
suffering from serious growth
problems.
half million
."Nearly a
American children have growth
deviations that will make
normal adult living difficult,"
Mrs. McReynolds,said. "It is to
the eventual solution of these
growth problems that we
dedicate our efforts."
Mrs. McReynolds further
pointed out that we have at least
seven children locally that have
letious growth disturbances.
Human Growth Foundation is a national voluntary
organization, interested in the
growthof
problems
particularly dwarfism. The
group, which has some 600
member families across the

and Mrs. Delmer ( Burlene)
Brewer, 1622 Kirkwood; one
brother, Van Johnson, 701 Vine
Street; two grandchildren.
Funeral services are being
held today at 1:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Bro. Henry
Hargis officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Larry Wright, Randy Wright,
Mike Morgan, Rex Camp,
Wayne Doran, and A.B. Jewel.
Interment will be in the
Murray Cemetery with the
arrangements by the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home.

r

U.S. and Canada, actively
supports research programs
Investigating human growth
and ways of correcting growth
problems. In addition, members offer parents of dwarfed
children advice and counsel,
bring an awareness of possible
growth disorders to doctors and
the public, and solicit the
donation of human pituitary
glands for use in growth
research and treatment.
With the cooperation of
the
around
pathologists
glands are
country', these
removed after death and will
furnish the only available
source of human growth hormone needed for treating
certain types of dwarfism.
Any organization or individual desiring additional
information or %Oohing to
contributions to this very
worthwhile cause, should
Harold
Mrs.
contact
McReynolds, local representative for the Human Growth
Foundation.

abrasions and contusions while
received Mrs. Crawford
multiple lacerations and contusions.
According to investigating
officers, the Crawford vehicle
had stopped on Glendale at the
intersection and attempted to
make a left turn onto 641.
Policemen said that a 1973
auto driven by Vicki J. Stevens
of Paris, Tennessee, was in the
left lane of traffic on the four
lane highway and could not stop
in time to keep from hitting the
Crawford auto.
The front end of the Stevens
auto received damage while the
left side of the Crawford car
was damaged, police reports
said.
The accident occurred at 3:38
p.m.
City policemen investigated
accidents
two other traffic
Friday.
Police officers said a 1967 four
door owned by Joanne Hall
Windsor of 520 South Sixth was
parked on Chaucer,facing west_
A 1969 two door driven by
Lane E. Luffrnan of Route Two,
Dover, Tennessee, was backing
out of driveway on the opposite
side of the road and backed into
the side of the Windsor auto,
policemen said.
Police reports said the
Windsor auto had damage to the
rear door and the corner of the
left quarter panel while the
Luffman car received damage
to the left front fender.
The accident was reported to
city pohce at 9:30 a.m
Friday.
--filsottceldent, Page 10)

Mrs. Hope Thorn, Route 4,
Murray;is listed in satisfactory
condition at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital
suffering from injuries received
in a one-vehicle accident late
Thursday.
Mrs. Thorn is being treated
for facial lacerations, according
to hospital spokesmen.
Mrs. Thorn was injured in an
accident which occurred on Ky.
614, about 11 miles south of
Murray about 9 p.m. Thursday.
Kentucky State Trooper
James Barnett said that Mrs.
Thorn was a passenger in a
truck driven by her husband,
Billy Ray Thorn.
Barnett said Thorn reported
an approaching car forced him
off the road and the pickup
truck Thorn was driving went
off the road and struck a tree.
The vehicle was reportedly,
demolished.
Thorn was treated for minor
injuries at the hospital,
spokesmen said.

there would be another day to
get back at the administration's
enemies, and told him there
would always be a place for
him in the Nixon administration. Gray said Nixon mentioned no renewed Watergate
probe. Gray quit a little more
than a month later, in the
midst of the wiretapping scandal.
Gray also testified that
ousted White House Counsel
John W. Dean III falsely assured him last year that he was
relaying inforination about the
FBI's Watergate investigation
directly to the President.
Gray said he thought it was
perfectly proper for him to give
FBI reports toPean.
(See Watergate, Page lei
Pistol Stolen
George Hodge of Fenton &
Hodge in Murray reported to
city policemen Friday afternoon the theft of a 22 calliber
pistol from the store
Officers said that someone.,
had walked into the store and
walked out with the .72 caliber,
nickel plated pistol.
The incident was reported iroi•
policemen at 2 35 p.m..,
-

A

Mrs. Thorn Injured
In Wreck Thursday

,"

•

°re,*

The Murray Lions Club donated $300 to the local Human Growth
Ftweedledon,aecordIng to Mrs. Harold McReynolds,center. who Is
lie local representative for the foundation. Left to right, Bobby
_Weatherly, 4'4-year old son of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Weatherly,
Mrs. McReynolds, and Steve McReynolds. 7-year old son of Mr.
and Mrs. Harold McReynolds

Car Fire
Murray City Firemen were
called to the K-N Root Beer
Drive In this morning at 9:26
a.m. where a car was reported
as fire_
The car, owned by Eerie
dartin, was not damag
firemen said.
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Music Festival Scheduled For
Western Kentucky On Labor Day
GREENVILLE, Ky. (AP)A manunoth music festival
somewhere in Western Kentucky is scheduled for the Labor Day Weekend, but its exact
location is still the subject of
conflicting reports.
Booking agents for two nationally known musical groups
said Friday that a 500-acre
farm near this Muhlenberg

MONDAY-AUGUST 6, 1973

According to Boyle ...

Postal Problems Aired
A first-class mail stamp could cost a dime next
year if Postmaster General Elmer T KlassPn has
his way. Klassen said in an interview in the current
issue of U.S. News & World Report that he expects to
seek approval for a two-cent increase in regular
mail rates effective in January to meet rising labor
costs.
The postmaster general also said that the use of
air mail is declining and "I don't know whether we
will keep air mail or not." He cited problems in
negotiations with airlines for guaranteed space as a
major problem affecting the future of air mail
service.
Klassen also said mail service is regaining ground
it lost after severe problems early this year. Mail
delivery is back to 95 per cent performance on local
next-day delivery and 77 per cent on air mail
delivery within 600 miles, according to Klassen.
Elsewhere in the wide-ranging interview, Klassen
said:
—Private mail companies, though not a major
threat because of their legal limitations, are "giving
us real concern" with the amount of business they

somewhere in Western Kentucky and possibly in "sortie
parts of Tennessee."
According to a spokesman at
Athena Enterprises, of Denver,
'Col., Earl Scruggs-the famed
banjo picker-has a contract to
play Sept. 1 "on a 500-acre
ranch in Muhlenberg."
"Dr. Hook and the Medicine
Show," a nationally known rock
group, will perform Sept. 2 in
Muhlenberg County, according
to a spokesman at Heller-Fischel, a California-based agency
that books the act.
Both groups are among 23
that C.C. Manifest Enterprises
says it has booked for the twoday festival. Only the Scruggs
and Dr. Hook agents would discuss the location of the festival.
en as a remedy for heart palpiMeanwhile, Webster and Untation.
ion Counties in Western KenFrogs are usually thought of tucky have adopted ordinances
as harmless, but some contain to keep the festival out of their
potent toxins. It is so deadly counties. Officials in the two rethat darts dipped in it can par- call traffic and health problems
alyze and kill small game with- encountered in 1969 when 400,in a few minutes.
030 rock enthusiasts converged
How good are your ears' on
Woodstock, N.Y. and anothWell, if they are very keen you
er 300,000 fans descended on Alshould be able to hear a normal tamont, Calif., for similar spechuman voice a distance of 150
taculars.
yards.
'e two counties' ordinances
Tbe price for overdoing some
empower officials to tightly
habits: 'The American Hospicontrol mass gatherings. Protal Association says that 25 to
moters of any event attracting
30 per cent of all adult medialthan 5,000 people to any
"more
surgical patients in metropoliarea" will have to
unenclosed
tan hospitals, regardless of
a permit from fiscal
their primary diagnosis, are obtain
show proof of adequate
suffering from some degree of court;
water, sew& and food facilalcholisrn.
prove the site is easily
Nature notes: Do you still be- ities;
and wool refill 'in
accessible
head
its
here an-erstrich hider;
problems, and
major
traffic
in the sand when it thinks it is
each
in danger? To the contrary, if post a $2 cash bond for
attend.
to
person
expected
is
it
one,
to
try
corner
you
Webster County Atty. Thomas
more likely to try to kick your
the
head off with a blow from its Chandler said violation of
foot that can kill or maim. A ordinance would make the profine
mole will die in a day if de- moters subject to a $500
prived of food. What does the and imprisonment for a year
in
phrase "as blind as a bat" for each day they are found
violation.
mean? Actually, it doesn't
Henderson and Daviess Counmean anything. Bats can see
ties are planning to adopt simwell in a bright light.
Worth remembering: "A wise ilar ordinances, or outright
husband never contradicts his bans of such festivals. City and
wife. He just waits awhile until county officials in Hart, Caboway, Wan-en and McCracken
she does it herself."
It was Samuel Butler who ob- Counties say they don't want
served, "Life is one long proc- the festival to be held in their
balivricks either.
ess of getting tired."

County town will be the site of
the festival, which is expected
to draw more than half a million persons.
for
spokesman
But a
C.C.Manifest Enterprises, Inc.,
the Evansville, Ind., firm which
is promoting the festival, denied it would be held near
Greenville. The spokesman said
only that it woud probably be

Bumblebee Queen
Lives A Long Life

By HAL BOYLE .
NEW YORK (AP)- Things
a columnist might never know
if he didn't open his mail:
'
liar royalty pays a special
reward to a bumblebee queen
-longevity. All her subject
tees die during the winter.
Only shec,anains alive to start
another generation.
Speaking of longevity, the
Washington Monument, a landmark in the nation's capital
that has drawn 56 million visitors, is holding up pretty well.
The 555-foot white obelisk,
•me"started in 1848, has settled only
Copley News Service
six inches since its completion
in 1084.
Would you like to send a happy birthday card to a business
firm you're fond of? Well, to
help you out, there is now on
-The market a volume
"The Busieess Founding Di—United Parcel is handling more packages now'
rectory," which lists the birthservice.
than we are in our parcel-post
days of almost i0,000 companies.
—We damage five packages for every one that
Buying a valuable pearl for
United Parcel does. New facilities and equipment
This means following up on course, there's no guarantee his girl is enough to give a
are being installed to improve the service.
By BOB FIREST'ONE JR.
leads, talking to witnesses and that a camera in a store will lover the heartburn today, but
Associated Press Writer
—Eighty-seven per cent of the letters mailed
mean you won't get robbed, but in the Middle Ages fresh water
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - doing a lot of leg work.
pearls were ground up and givRobbery squad members usu- I do think it has cut down."
today carry Zip codes.
When a robbery is committed
them
with
shots
have
mug
day
carry
a
letters
ally
15
teens
their
than
in
less
men
by young
—Mail boxes with
show pictures of
either been removed or the number of collections and early 20s, they are so they can robber,
or the witpossible
the
on
high
drugs.
frequently
-eut.—Beaumont (Tex.) Enterprise.
"Dope is often the motive be- ness may come down to headhind armed robbery," ex- quarters and look over mug
plained a member of the rob- shots there.
However, catching a robber
bery squad of the Louisville PoLZDOER•TIMES Ma
lice Department, who requested is sometimes less difficult than
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Gov. trailers-stopping at state
to remain anonymous. "These obtaining information from a
Ford told a bicen- parks, visiting cities and getting
Wendell
I
guys need a fix and they have witness to a robbery.
Thomas A. Wyatt, age 66, of Almo died this got to have the money to satis- "We run into that all the tennial kickoff luncheon here acquainted with Kentuckians
Kentucky's from all walks of life. Another
time," said the robbery squad recently that
morning. fy that need."
"has part of -Open Door '74" calls
Celebration
Bicentennial
"When you have a person member, "You can't do a good
Governors of four states and members of their
civic
and
service
the potential to show the nation for
community's
the
without
most
lob
the
he's
staffs were scheduled to meet at Kentucky Dam high on drugs,
200th bir- organizations to host their
a
how
celebrate
to
if
easier
much
He may have a help. It would be
counterparts from abroad on
Village State Park today to discuss the routing of dangerous one.kill
thday."
without hesi- a witness would tell what he
gun and he'll
CINEMAS
The luncheon, attended by 600 three-day visits in their homes.
Interstate 24.
Saw."
care."
He
tation.
doesn't
Me Perms ha Me.* 6.0•0•1
Bicentennial plans also inlocal and state officials inman
the
afraid
Sgt. James Dolphus Stubblefield is serving in
he's
"But
He also explained that when
in the celebration, was clude the "Kentucky BicenStuttgart, Germany, where he is assigned to duty a younger man commits a rob- might come back and get him, terested
by the Kentucky tennial Bookshelf," a series of
hosted
with the 320th Engineer Company, Transportation bery that is not drug-motivated, and we can't guarantee he Historical Events Celebration at least 50 individual
statisthink
I
won't,
although
it frequently is a spontaneous
publications to be prepared by
Corps.
Commission ( KHECC).
decision, and a man or woman tics show it doesn't happen
R05.5 HUNTER'
of Kentucky's outstanding
some
Meth*
and
watching
After
PTcductwan of
walking on the street will be very often. Also, he might have
Births reported at the Murray Hospital during the held
to the Doss Jr. High School scholars and writers about all
few
a
for
days
work
off
take
to
he
robberies,
These
up.
and
history
Kentucky
Band of Louisville, members of facets of
past week include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.Edd Maddox said, are often the work of to go to court.
"The police try but they can't the cast of the Stephen Foster culture.
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Kirkland.
amateurs.
T
Some of the other bicenStory, and a sophisticated slide
"However, the professionals, be everywhere at once, and
introduced
projects
show featuring Kentucky tennial
the men in their 408 and 50s, we've got to have the citizens'
Bicentennial Celebration plans, were plans for special license
are much better at it. They help. Sometimes we get
H AL DAviD
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Six Murray boys—Sam Bates, A.W.
He also said one item which history and in natural beauty- sites to show
bank had the most money, find
of
expansion
an
progress,
will
who
people
our
is
it
but
4
.
Morris Hadden, Joe Hadden, Bob Overbey, and Don out what kind of alarm system occasionally results in the capfacilities, welcome
ture of a robber is the com- make the lasting impression on welcome
Overbey—will leave August 10 on an 800 mile trip the bank had.
"Bicentennial
a
and
signs
visitors expected for
"When they hold up a bank," posite photograph, made of the the many
called the Lincoln Trail Expedition.
Sabbath." Plans are also IMbicentennial."
he continued, "he'll usually features of several persons to the
Clyde M. Webb, chairman of derway to establish a toll free
Mrs. Rob Ray was seen on television August 3, by have a mask covering his face, match the description of the
the KHECC said, "Grassroots "Info '74" telephone line to
many Murray people as she filed past the remains of because he's usually well robber.
on
information
will assure the provide
excitement
The first thing that happens
Senator Robert Taft in the Capitol Buildihg, known. Then after the robbery, when
happenings
the robbery squad arrives success of our bicentennial. It is bicentennial
he'll get in a car-maybe a sto75333i.:
Washington, D.C. She and her husband are on len one-and drive to another on the scene is to make sure not the size of the project that is throughout the state.
the
that
announced
Webb
to
means
it
what
but
important
vacation in that area.
car and abandon the first one that any bystanders are not inof
jured. If they are, an ambu- each person and each com- KHECC had awarded grants
Curtis and take off.
The second annual meeting of the
thru
$10,000 each to bicentennial
munity."
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then
lance
and
is
summoned
"He'll go to another state and
in
organized reunion was held August 2 at Kentucky
groups
celebration
Kenthat
out
pointed
Webb
lay low for awhile before he the robbery squad begins the
Harrodsburg and Louisville as
Lake State Park,
robs another bank. He won't process of capturing the rob- tucky's 1974 Bicentennial
be the part of its program of giving
actually
will
Celebration
ber.
way
a
Potatoes are advertised at ten pounds for 49 cents spend the money in such
He also said a current prob- kickoff for the American "seed money" to stimulate
in the ad for economy , Harris, and Roberts to draw suspicion, but he'll live
Bicentennial of groups to develop celebration
high on the hog until the next lem-is that some robbers-if Revolutionary
KURTRUSSELLUSAR RONA)
Groceries this week.
and that all eyes will be plans.
1976
they
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police
there
the
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away-will
After a robbery has been
were made as a further catalyst
committed, the beat car usually tages, thus presenting a diffi- Bicentennial activities.
More than 200 local and for the Fort Harrod and Kentakes the teletype description of cult situation.
Police in such cases would county events are already tucky Derby Celebrations. The
what has happened, after which
commission recognizes the
the robbery squad arrives to rather have the robber get scheduled to supplement
away and the hostages remain statewide activities-which excellent planning and the
scene."
the
"process
And ye shall be hated of all men for my name's
the significant corialinitments
Then, the robbery squad unharmed, rather than risk a Include the celebration of
the already made by the local
sake: but he who endureth to the end shall be
checks to see if there is any gun battle which could involve founding of Fort Harrod,
settlement west bicentennial organizations in
— -saved.—Matthew 10:22.
purposeful evidence, such as other bystanders. If possible, first permanent
ILjiIllliffllthiij8
Blessed are they that are,„aerwurgi for fingerprints, and the Evidence officers try to get the robber as of the Alleghenies; the 100th Harrodsburg and Louisville. We
ra
of the Kentucky Derby; are confident that this seed
Technician Unit is called to far away as possible to reduce running
• righteousness sake
will
money
aid
flag
significantly
a
of
bicentennial
raising
the
make copies of the prints on the danger of someone being
over the Capitol; Lincoln's them in insuring that the
paper and anything else that is shot.
birthday; Constitution Day; founding of Fort Harrod and the
exage
The
also
is
electronic
necessary.
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100th running of the Derby.are
nom icolop
If there are any prints, they tending to the law enforcement State Capital Day; and a
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properly
to
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be
are sent to the lab to see if field with cameras being used Kentucky Capital Expo
they match those of any per- in many banks, department held at the Capital Plaza in
by Carl Riblet Jr.
sons with records. Following stores and supermarkets to dis- Frankfort.
One of the projects unveiled
LUMBER BILL
th ru
A difference between a businessman and a this, the robbery squad starts courage robbers. Does it deter was a "Kentucky - Open Door
•
holdups?
average retail cost of
congressman is that the businessman knows on its investigation, beginning with "I think so," said the robbery '74" program which will serve allThe
TUE.
wood for a 1,200-squaretheir own detailed report of the
which side of the bread, so to speak, to spread the robbery.
squad member. "If someone as a pilot for "Open House, foot house in the 625,000DWI
$30,000 range (framing lumbutter. The congressman, however, has to make it
thinks a place has a camera, U.S.A.," a national program
being planned to welcom,e
CATION
ber, plywood, siding, milltwice
about
think
holding
he'll
faster and so he wants it all at once. He spreads the
2into
slices
bread
Cut thin
then he licks hi.- inch rounds with a cookie cut- It up. And, of course, if he • foreign visitors to the nation in work and trim) was $1,840; on
'F butter on both sides of the slice and
1976. Under "Open Door 14", Jan. 31, 1973, it was $2,340, an,
ler. Spread the rounds with a does, then we have a picture of
fingers.
_ ___________Neptucky will hoat_jore
_increase of $500 in seven
cream
softened
coating-et
thin
-fir
He
gbt It'made.
-It wilfin a. recant Jr Us correspondents, foreign months,according to National--cheese. Top each round with a
Forest Products Association
the butter."
cucumber slice and dust the cu- what the robber looks like and diplomats and others as they
- CNS
figures.
travel
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ktie
in
state
—American saying
travel
cumber with paprika.
then we can distribute it. Of

Ten Years Ago Today

'Guess we'll have to keep on renting, honey!'

Drugs Is -Frequent Motive
Behind Many Armed Robberies

Bicentennial Kickoff
Is Held In Frankfort
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Moaday, August
Licensed Practical Nurses
will meet in the conference
room of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital at seven p.m.
with Mrs. Nadine Turner
speaking on the point system for
License Renewal for LPN's.

Eddie K. Hunt, Prue Kelly,
Allen Russell, A.W. Russell,
&lila Scott, Jr., Vernon Shown,
and William Barker.

Annual membership meeting
of the Calloway County Farm
Bureau will be held at the
building at South 5th and Elm
Streets at 7:30 p.m.
The Murray-Callovray County
Retired Teachers Association
will meet in the social hall of the
First United Methodist Church
at two p.m. with Marshall Jones
as speaker.
Wednesday, August 8
Locust Grove Church of the
Nazarene Missionary Society
will meet at the church at 7:30
p.m.
Ladies day luncheon will be
served at the Murray Country
Club at 12 noon with Mrs. Pete
Waldrop, phone 753-7249, as
chairman of the hostesses who
are Mesdames Foreman
Graham,Norman Hood, Harold
Hopper, Donald Hughes, HS.
Jackson, Billy P. Thurman,

PROTRCTION
OF PLANTS
Here's a tip to the flower
gardener — don't pat mulch
around your !gents too 'tarty in
the winter. The purpose of using
mulch is to piotect plants, but
the idea ls to keep the plants
cold. not warm
Sudden changes in temperature do great damage to plants.
Mulch helps keep the plant in a
constant state of cold until the
corning of Spring Warm Winter
days, followed by severely cold
nights, are the great destroyers
of niants.
Property protected flowers will
burst forth with healthy midianca when-nature arises in the
Springtime. Flowers are special
to everyone. Shat-in friends
would appreciate a floral gift
Telephone your order to us rapw
—we specialize In the finest
flowers available.

The wedding of Miss Valerie
Jane Sanchez, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Homer Lusk of Pine
Bluff Shores, Hamlin, and
Dennis Ray Jackson, son of
Joseph Jackson of Oakland,
Oregon, was solemnized in a
summer ceremony at the Blood
River Baptist Church.
Rev. William Strong, pastor
of the church, officiated at the
ceremony read at two o'clock in
the afternoon. The church was
with
lovely
decorated
arrangements of pain poms,
snap dragons, and baby's
breath.
Leon Harp, Jr., presented a
program of nuptial music on the
piano and also played for the
the
and
processional
recessional.
Bride's Dress
The bride, given in marriage
by her father, was beautiful ins
street length dress of white
organza with inset of embroidered lace down the front.
The dress was designed with
long sleeves, sweetheart
neckline, and pearl buttons on
the bodice.
Her shoulder length veil was
attached to a pearl headpiece
and she wore a heart shaped
gold locket with a diamond in it
She carried a bouquet of spring

flowers in various colors.
Mrs. Paulette Cass, West
Palm Beach, Fla., sister of the
bride, was the matron of honor.
The maid of honor was Miss
Phyllis Jean Ashbrook. Mrs.
Cass wore a dress of lavender
floral and Miss Ashbrook's
dress was of pink floral. Both
carried bouquet of white daisies
and baby's breath
Tamara Lisa Lusk, sister of
the bride, was the flower girl.
She wore a pink floral dress and
carried a white basket with
flower petals.
The bride's dress and those of
the attendants were made by
the mother of the bride.
Sherman Stanley, Name
Beach, California, uncle of the
groom was the best man.
Groomsman was Stephen
Sanchez, brother of the bride.
The ushers were Leo Zinkovich,
Jr., and Ben Brumley III.
The mother of the bride chose
to wear a turquoise dress with
white accessories and a white
orchid corsage. Her grandmother, Mrs. Bernice Smith of
Rivera Beach, Fla., wore a
navy blue and white dress with
white accessories and a corsage
carnations.
. Alice Thomas of Mama
assch,California, grandmother

TBIRTHS4

BLACK BOY
_Anthony.- Paul is tha...aiiiirs,.
chosen by Mr. and Mrs.- Paul
Black of Murray Route Six for
their baby boy, weighing seven
pounds twelve ounces, born on
Wednesday, August 1, at three
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The new father Is employed at
the Murray Division of the
Tappan Company.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. George Black of Murray
By Abigail Van Buren
Route Six and Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Beane of Murray Route One.
Great grandmothers are Mrs•
DEAR ABBY: As the cliche goes: "I never thought I'd
Connie Black of Murray and
be writing to Dear Abby, but here goes."
Mrs. Bessie Baker of Murray
My oldest and dearest friend is marrying a gal he's
Route One.
been living with for two years. Some of his buddies wanted
to have a stag for him—the typical kind—a dinner with
drinks, and a lot of gags about his "last chance" to enjoy
bachelorhood. We wouldn't go 90 far as to have any nude
Stretch
Helps
Ham
girls jumping out of cakes or anything like that
Budget by Providing
The problem is his fiancee. She says the traditional stag
More Than One Meal is a "chauvinistic idea" and if his friends want to honor
him, they should entertain the two of them together.
One reason ham is a favorThe groom doesn't want to upset his fiancee, so he's
ite of the economy-minded
asked us to call off the stag. I am pretty burned up about
woman is because it goes a
the whole thing. I think the decision should be the guy's,
long, long way. After making
and net Ida fiancee's So you tell me, Abby, who is being
its first grand table appearD. R.
unreassishis Mee?
ance, its budget - stretching
DEAR B. R.: The India VMS die*" Be decided
leftovers mean more meals
that otherwise would have to
not to upset lie fiancee. Si V you wont to Wow your
buddy, do it his way or not at all.
come from a new meat purchase.
Next time you have ham
DEAR ABBY Is it standard practice to charge close
leftover from dinner, couple it
relatives for wedding pictures? My sister in law has had
in a casserole with lima beans
two children marry this past year [Ify son was in one of
and cream -style corn and
the wedding parties] She had pictures taken of all the
crown with corn muffin batter
guests as well as the bridal couple and wedding party.
before baking. This southernThen she went ahead and had a lot of pictures made up,
style one-dish meal rates high
and she charged her own parents, sisters, and brothers for
in appeal.
the copies of the pictures that included THEM.
When shopping for ham,be
Is this right' And if it is, don't you think $5 is
sure to read the label to de-,
stiff for one five by seven black and white glossy?
termine if it's the "fullyD.A. IN C'VILLE
cooked" or "cook-before-eatDEAR D.A.: It's standard practice I If one can afford
ing" type and roast to degree
recommended, using a meat
RI to GIVE close relatives sae picture of themselves as
thermometer, advises Reba
well as one ef the bride and groom. Those who want addiStaggs, home economist of the
Reuel pictures should order land pay forl their own.
National Live Stock & Meat
And yes, I think S5 for osie black and white glossy is a
Board.
Stile stiff.

ecei-A1AT

Liberated fiancee nixes
traditional stag party

Ham and Corn—
Southern Style
3 cups diced, cooked ham
1 package (10 (5'nces)
frozen lima beans, cooked
1 can (16 ounces) creamstyle corn
2 tablespoons grated onion
1/2 teaspoon prepared
mustard
1 package (81/2 ounces) corn
muffin mix
Combine ham, lirna beans,
corn, onion and mustard. Cook
until heated through Pnu r
into a greased 2-vart baking
dish. Prepare corn muffin mix
as directed on package and
pour batter over top of ham
mixture. Bake in a hot oven
(400'F.) until golden brown,
20 to 30 minutes. 4 to 6 servings.
******** * **•

Dipper's Delight
*

Ice Cream Store

32 FLAVORS *
Dixieland Shopping Centel
Chestnut Street - Murray
Open 11:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m.
***********
**** *
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Miss Valerie Jane Sanchez Becomes The
Bride Of Dennis Ray Jackson In Lovely
Ceremony At Blood River Baptist Church

Wednesday, August 8
Wesleyan Circle of the First
United Methodist Church
Women will meet at the home of
Kaken Jones Group of the Doris Rowland, 308 Irvan, at
First Baptist Church will meet 7:30 p.m.
at the home of Mrs. Myrtle Wall
Story Hour for preschool
at 7:15 p.m.
children will be from ten to
Recovery, Inc., for nervous eleven a.m. and for school age
and former mental patients will children from three to four p.m.
be held at the Mental Health at the Calloway County Public
Center, Main Street, at 7:30 Library.
p.m. Note change of meeting
Bookmobile will be at the
place.
Hazel School from ten and 12
United Methodist Women of noon with story hour by Carolyn
the Coldwater Church will meet Adams at 10:30 a.m. for
at the church at 7:30 p.m.
children, ages, four to eight,
sponsored by Hazel Woman's
Club.
Vacation Bible School will
open for all ages at 7:15 pin, at
Murray Open Duplicate
the Friendship Church of
Bridge Club will meet at
Christ.
Gleason Hall at seven p.m.
Persons may come alone or
iaesday, August 7
bring a partner.
Group II of First Christian
Church CWF will meet at the
Cordele Erwin Circle of the
home of Mrs. Clyde Jones at two South Pleasant Grove United
p.m. with Mrs. W. Hawkins Methodist Church Women will
Valentine as cohostess andidrs. meet at 7:30 p.m.
Lessie Pickard in charge d the
.
Program.
-Thursday, August
Murray-Calloway Jaycettee
Murray Assembly No, 19 will meet with Judy Rickman at
Order of the Rainbow for Girls 7:30 p.m.
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
seven p.m.
Murray TOPS Club will meet
at the Health Center at seven
p.m.
Katliy and Wayne Perrin will.
entertain the Senior Citizens of
Murray and Calloway County at
the Calloway Public Library at
two p.m.

MONDAY—AUGUST 6, 1973
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MOMTT GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Moffitt of
Hazel are the parents of a baby
girl, Valerie Dawn, weighing
eight pounds one ounce, born on
Monday, July 30, at 2:14 a.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have one son, Brian
2. The father is
1
Mason, age 2/
self employed.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Dalton Moffitt of Garden
City, Mich.

• 0

. At&••*

DAVIS GIRL
Stacey Denise is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Ray
David of Gilbertsville Route
One for their baby girl,
2
/
weighing seven pounds 11
ounces, born on Tuesday, July
31, at 5:48 a.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The new father is self employed as a plumber.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Elmer Davis of Benton
Route Nine and Mr. and Mrs.
Herman Cos of Gilbertsville
Route One.

de.

Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Ray Jackson
of the groom, wore a navy blue
and white dress with white
accessories and a white carnation corsage. Mrs. Margaret
Stanley, also of Pisrna Beach,
aunt of the groom, wore a long
navy blue and white dress.
Receptioa
A garden reception followed
the church wedding ceremony
In the home and grounds of the
bride's parents at Pine Bluff
Shores
The bride's table was covered
with a white crocheted cloth
over a pink underskirt centered
with the tiered wedding cake.
Pinkand lavender decorations
were carried throughout in the
floral decorations and candles.
Punch, mints, and nuts were
served along with the cake.
The couple left for a wedding
trip and are now at home at 706
Olive Street, Murray.
The bride graduated from
Hillcrest High School, Country
Club Hills, Ill. She attended the
Murray Vocational School and
Is now employed by Payless
Discount Company in Murray.
The groom attended the Ahead
High School in Salinas,
California, and is now em-

HOSFORD BOY
Mr.and Mrs. Keith Hoeford of
ployed by Murray
State
Murray Route Seven announce
University.
Out of town guests in addition the birth of a baby boy, Keith
to those in the bridal party were Bryan, Jr.; weighing seven
the bride's nephews, John Scott pounds three ounces, born on
III, Michael, and Jeffery Cass Tuesday, July 31, at 2:12 p.m. at
from West Palm Beach, Fla., the Murray-Calloway County
and Fawns and Tamara
The father is outplayed by
Stanley, cousins of the groom,
from Pisma Beach, California. Edwin Cain Construction
Company.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Kirby Hosford and Mr. and
Mrs. Bethel Richardson, all of
Murray. Great grandparents
are Mason C. Wheeler of
Murray and J.B. Richardson of
'Hardin Route One.
Plans for the wedding of Miss
VISITORS HERE
youngest
Harris,
Susan
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Brewer,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ira I.
Harris, and David Coursey, Mrs. Peggy Davis, Mrs. S.D.
oldest son of Mr and Mrs. Blaylock, and Mrs. Linda
James Coursey, have been Stewart and daughter, all of
Bridgeport, Ala., arrived
completed.
The vows will be solemnized Sunday to visit Mr. and Mrs.
on Friday, August 10, at six- Truman Smith, South 6th
thirty o'clock in the evening at Street, Murray.
the New Zion Missionary
RETURN HOME
Baptist Church.
Mr and Mrs. Bud Tolley and
A reception will follow in the
children have returned to their
basement of the church.
All friends and relatives are home in Bel Air, Md., after a
Invited to attend the wedding visit with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Bryan Tolley.
and the reception.

Miss Susan Harris
And David Coursey
To Marry Friday

MUSIC
LESSONS
Only limited openings left)
* PIANO
* ORGAN
* VOICE
* GUITAR
* DRUMS
* BANJO
* ACCORDION
Theory lessons and Music
Bands available for our
students.

Phone 753-7575

J4 B Music
Dixieland Center
Murray, Ky.

Bring any number. You must present th4
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good Thru
August 31, 1973

„IBOONE'S

COUPON SAVINGS

SKIRTS

ea. 69c

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good Thru
August 31, 1973

COUPON SAVINGS

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good Thru
August 31, 1973

000NrS

SHIRTS
LAUNDERED
4for99
Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good Thru
August 31, 1973

Telableiss? You'll feel bettor V you get it elf year chest.
Far. personal reply, write to ABBY: Box Ni. MIL L. A..
Calif. NM. Radom stamped. self-aiareased eavoispe.
please.
Far Abby's new booklet. "Mat Tees-Awe Wawa Oa
ILaew." seed $18. Abby. Box WIC Los Amok& 01110111.1.

Vowl€04 at&

Register Now for

SPORT COATS
ea- 69

CONFIDENTIAL TO SALLY: You weal meet anybody
@klieg,bums. fie with the creep and look over the crop.

name 755-1117 or 1113- 4947

CAMP BOY
A baby boy, weighing seven
2 ounces, was born to
/
pounds 61
Mr. and Mrs. Lex Ell Camp of
Kirksey Route One on Wednesday, August 1, at 7:43 a.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have another son, Ben,
age nine, and a daughter, Mary
Elizabeth, age twenty-three
months. The father is employed
at the Standard Oil Bulk Plant,
Murray.
Paternal grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs, Chester Stone of
Kirksey Route One and
maternal grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. James M Henry of
Paducah.

COUlaCkN SAVINGS

DEAR ABBY: We had to write! Our oldest son, who
was a fine athlete before he entered the service, also stepped on a mine in Viet Nam. He lost one leg, and the sight
of one eye.
Three months later, he won a trophy in skiing competition, and we have several shelves of trophies he has won
every winter since his accident in 1970. He is still able to
surf, and has a license for scuba diving. Next year he
graduates from college with a degree in physical education.
Last March we attended a meeting of the National
Inconvenienced Sportsmen's Aasociation in Winter Park,
Colo. There were both male sad female entrants from 12
years old to 50, and sortie at their accomplishments were
absolutely unbelievable! The hut thing these people want
is sympathy.
We were heartbroken When we heard the extent of our
son's injuries. Now we have the greatest admiration for his
courage. Do you wonder why we are such proud parents?
MR. AND MRS. 0. W. RAYDER
Reseda, Cal.

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . . •

EDWARDS BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Garth Edwards
of Hardin Route One announce
the birth of a baby boy,
2
/
weighing seven pounds 71
ounces, born on Tuesday, July
31, at 5:43 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
They have two other sons,
Roberts, age twelve, and Rusty,
age nine. The father is employed at Air Products, Calvert
City.
Grandparents are Mrs. Ruby
Edwards of Hardin and Mr. and
Mrs. Chester Stone of Kirksey
Route One.

BOONE'S
Available At All Boone's 6
Convenient Locations

North 12th
Story Ave.
602 Mara
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Officials Commend Department Of
Transportation For New Systems
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Federal
Highway Adminsitration officials have commended the
Kentucky Department of
Transportation for developing
an original computerized
system of handling highway
right-of-way condemnation
cases.
David R. Levin, Acting
Director of the FHWA
Washington Office of Right of
Way, is recommending that all
state highway departments
consider the use of a similar
system. In a letter to the
Kentucky Division of FHWA,
dated June-- 19, 1973, he
requested 200 copies'of a report
on the system be sent to his
office for distribution to all
other states.
We are very much impressed by this report and the
system for compiling it, as well
as the obvious benefits that
would result from it," said
Levin in his letter.
James D. Robinson, Chief
General Counsel of the Kentucky Delia,tment of Transportation, delivered a report
on computerization of land
condemnation clues at a Right
of Way Workshop, sponsored by
the Sotheastern Ass'n of Highway Officials last spring in
Bilori, Miss.
Our system is unique,
largely because computer
technology is alien to the
training and thinking of most
lawyers," said Robinson, who is
member of the Kentucky Bar

proposal, Estes and a legal
secretary, aided by computer
services specialist Jim Baker,
spent 70 days organizing the
material into chronological
order suitable for computer
Input. When the information
had been programmed into
the computer, more cases were
handled in a seven-month
period by 12 salaried employees
than had been handled formerly
by 60 contract attorneys in a
year.
One secretary now does the
preparatory work on each case,
work that formerly cost $200 per
case, as she prepares the
material for computer input.
A report is updated monthly
and issued to General Counsel,

Deputy General Cowasel for
Condemnation, Field Attorney
Supervisors, District Attorneys,
the Division of Right of Way of
the Bureau of Highways and the
Federal
AdHighway
ministration.
"FHWA officials pleased
because they are getting more
and better information from us
than they ever had gotten
before," said Robinson.
Most right of way property is
obtained
through
direct
negotiation with the owners and
purchased at fair market value.
Roughly one-fourth of the land
acquired in Kentucky for right
of way is condemned, at least
75 per cent of these cases are
settled without jury trial.

KET To Continue
Watergate Coverage

the
directing
After
and simreorganization
plification of condemnation
procedures, Robinson was able
to reduce his staff. Increased
efficiency of the new system
enabled a smaller staff to
handle a larger volume of
cases

Reorganization of files also
overrevealed property
payments in excess of $2
million. Most of this money has
already been repaid to the
Commonwealth.
• The new system of case
;befalling was a direct result of
Robinson's initial effort to
simplify and streamline the
operation of his division. When
he assumed reponsibility as
General Counsel there were no
records of the number of land
condemnation cases in process
or of their stage of development. Much of the work was
being handled by private attorneys under contract to the
state.
Many cases were inactive and
clogging court, records. While
searching files, general counsel
staffer Don Estes noticed a
regular pattern of legal
procedure which was used in
developing each case. He
suggested this pattern could be
adapted to a computer program
for eaiser and faster case
reporting and disposal.
After Robinson approved his
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operation.
According to Press, measures
are now being taken to keep
coverage an the air.
—Ceti.*are in effect at the
Network C.
—Friends of KET,a nonprofit
organisation supporting the
statewide public television
network, has decided to divert
funds usually spent on a
monthly program guide to a
for
donation earmarked
operational expenses. The
Friends organisation also will
be !dieting contributions
around the Commonwealth.
—A grant from the Corporation for Public Broadcasting will be, in part, redirected from production.
—The possibility of temporarily discontinuing Sunday
programming is being explored.
KET normally broadcasts
week.
four evenings a
Watergate coverage has forced
However, not all comments the network on the air as many
were favorable. A lawyer as six nights a week, extending
tabbed the Senate hearings a the broadcast day to as much as
"political game-talk show." four hours past the normal 11
Another Central Kentuckian p.m. EDT sign-off.
Though the hearings are ode
said "anything radical or
against the establishment is through mid-fall, their fate is
unsure past October. "If we
your cup of tea..."
An overwhelming percentage can't save enough and if
of viewers responding asked Friends of KET can't pull in
that the hearings remain on enough contributions, we'll
KET each night at 8 p.m. EDT. have to cut Watergate coverage
Continued coverage of the back to four nights and drop
Watergate was asked by 492 Sunday night altogether at the
persons; 14 requested that the point where we can see all the
hearings be dropped and seven mosey saved has run out," said
persons preferred an edited Pres.
version of the Watergate
Hearings.

LEJCINGTON—A request by
Educational
Kentucky
Television (KET) executive
director, 0. Leonard Press, for
viewers to voice their opinions
about continued coverage of the
Watergate Hearings has
resulted in the receipt of over
500 letters at KET offices in
Lexington.
Viewer response on the
questien of Watergate coverage
was representative of the
stateWide network. Letters
came from Boyd County in the
east to MO:Way County In the
west, and from Kenton County
In northern Kentucky to Wayne
County in southern Kentucky.
Many comments approved of
the Watergate broadcasts. As a
Frankfort woman put it, "My
husband and I feel it is the finest
hour that educational television
has ever offered the public." A
Lexington writer called the
hearings, "history in the

Despite the favorable viewer
response to continue compiele
coverage, KET prime time
broadcasts of the Senate_
Watergate Hearings may be in
jeopardy in the fall.
The problem is money,"
explained Press. "Watergate
has been keeping as on the air 76
hours a month over the normal
out-ofOur
schedule.
pocket costs, just for that, runs
$115 an hour. It looks as if the
hearings will run six months
this fLscal year, requiring us to
spend $50,000 more than we
received for anticipated
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The state of New York has a
new placement exchange service which employs a central
data bank to locate vacancies
in nursing homes and healthrelated facilities.
This service may save more
than $10 million each year in
state and local Medicaid costs
and an equivalent amount in
federal funds, according to
Social Services Comminiener
Abe Lavine. —(S
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Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Dry**
By Helen Price Stacy
Indiana from various tribes
and nations will gather in
Greenup County for a
''powwow" August 7-19, under
sponsorship of PIPE (Preserve
Indian Peoples Environment).
The powwow is to take place
at the Greenup County
Fairgrounds with all tribal representatives wearing genuine
Indian dress as they perform
and
dances
traditional
ceremonials.
A Boyd county motherdaughter team initiated the
idea. Mrs. Marcella Rye, of
Ashland, serves as treasurer of
PIPE, her daughter is its
president. Both are of Cherokee
ancestry and are concerned
with the needs of American
Indians.
Tickets will be sold for the
Greenup County powwow and
proceeds will be used to purchase a mobile medical unit for
needy Piutes in 'southern Utah.
"Everything about the
powwow will be authentic,"
said Mrs. Rye. "Many Indians
will demonstrate and sell
authentic crafts. Contact is
being made with one group in
Michigan to come to Kentucky
that weekend to bake bread and
cook typical Indian foods to
sell."

Chairman of the powwow is
a
Appleton,
George
Potowatomi, of Michigan and
parade leader will be Russ
Wright of the Oklahoma
Cherokees. Head drummer will
be Tefilo Lu ), Taos Pueblo
from New M
invitations
Already a
the festival of
to participate
redmen are Havrnee dancers
from Oklaho a, Woodland
dancers from Ottawa, Chippewa from Mkiigan and White
paches from
Mountain
Arizona. Tribal representatives
are also expected from the
Blackfoot of Montana, Santee
Sioux of Nebraska, Jicrilla
Apaches of Nee Mexico, Seneca
Nation of New York, San Die
Pueblo of New Mexico and
Cherokee Ninon of North
Carolina.

Many new paperback books
have been added to the Young
Adult Section at the Calloway
County Public Library. The
books include light romances,
nurse stories and sport books.
"Dark Flames," by Arlene
Hale is a story about young
Tracy who was handling
publicity for an elegant new
supperclub when she became
deeply attracted to the club's
owner, Nick.
"Love Is A Three Letter
Word," by William Johnston is
based on the T.V. series "Room
222," and tells of a student
falling for ( the teacher) Pete
Dixon's girl.
"Football's Unforgettables,"
by Mac Davis contains a
selection of unforgettable
stories concerning this game.
"Many of these paperback
books are donated to the library
and others are bought from
publishers recommending titles
for teenagers," a library
spokesman said.

not favor militancy, but prefer
FOR TUESDAY,AUGUST 7, 1973
to seek out those groups who
need food an who are miles
If you've been procrasLook in the section in which
from doctors and a hospital. We your birthday comes and find tinating where a difficult job
have learned of the needs of the what your outlook is, according matter is concerned, do so no
more. Further delay could lead
southern Utah Piutes and are to the stars.
to complications. Evening
starting at this place."
ARIES
hours bring a spirit of adPIPE in Eastern Kentucky is (Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
about a year old. One of its first
Smart thinking and adroit venture.
proiects was a truckload of food action — innate with you — will SAGITTARIUS
for needy Piutes. "We still need be the order of the day. Just one (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
You may have to do some
food donations," Mrs. Rye said. admonition: avoid impulbacktracking if you'd clear up
"When we have enough to fill a siveness.
certain complications in your
truck we have a man who has TAURUS
work area now. But, in the
ii
,
t$4
21)
May
to
21
(Apr.
a
and
drive
to
volunteered
Unusual situations will now doing, you'll gain insight into
Huntington firm that will
call for top-flight performance. how to avoid such situations in
provide the truck.
shifts in circumstances the future.
Sudden
Though Mrs. Rye and her
not deter you from CAPRICORN
should
daughter do have Cherokee
goals; (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
background, Indian ancestry is pursuing meaningful
If you have been watching
give you new
fact,
in
should,
a
not
requirement for memfinances carefully since the first
insight.
bership in PIPE. "Anyone can
of ibe year, a minor 2'criSis"
join. 'All we ask is that the GEMINI.
- now should not prove too
9
( May 22 to June 21) 11/4
person be interested in helping
Fine Mercury influences disturbing.
Initiating Use powwow August Indians," Mrs. Rye said.
encourage your most worth- AQUARIUS
17 will be a perade at 10 a.m in
while interests. A good day for (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
The Young Adult Room at the
Pleasing recognition for your
downtown Ashland. There will
hurdling obstacles which may
library is also equipped with a
Scientists estimate that pernow
project
a
on
recent
work
past.
the
in
you
stymied
have
also be a parade on Saturday
haps 99 per cent of the plants
raises your self-esteem and phonograph and records of
morning in Greenup. The and animals that once lived on CANCER
June 22 to July 23) 00 gives you a warm glow of
fairgrounds will open each day earth are extinct
Slit
More gains available than satisfaction.
at noon.
PISCES
But
first.
at
possible
seem
may
Ashland Mayor James Webb
you will have to go after them in (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
is declaring August 12-19 "InCertain domestic situations
Abitibi Lake, on the Ontariodian Week" in the Boyd County Quebec boundary, is, in effect, a sound, pre-determined way, may have you uptight at the
are
you
what
exactly
know
and
city.
two lakes joined by a narrows
moment, but you can escape
"Our purpose is to help In- with a total area of 356 square about.
from reality if you'll immerse
LEO
dians," Mrs. Rye said. "We do miles.
yourself in one of your creative
( July 24 to Aug. 23)
A ,day for POSITIVE action' projects.
With your innate determination
YOU BORN TODAY are
and purposeful vigor, you
should go far now. Regard endowed with a fine intellect
comipetition as a challenge — to and rarely tap all of your many
resources during a lifetime.
be met and bested!
You have a dynamic perVIRGO
sonality, are ososlly vibrant
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) lig)LIL
This is a day in which you will and enthusiastic, but may drift
SHOP
have to use%yinkr inborn good into moodiness at times. You
judgmenitto the MIL D6 not ktt. _are a perfectionist at heart atig
AND SAVE
unespected situations ruffle you no matter what you undertake,
AT
and don't let others influence will do extremely well. You will
be happier in a profession than
your decisions.
in business, though your sucLIBRA
cess in that field is not
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Don't Jake any situations or precluded. You would make a
personslor granted now. Be a brilliant lawyer or diplomat; an
—
musician
shrewd observer — especially outstanding
in financial involvements. Some especially with stringed indeception in this regard highly struments -- a deft surgeon, a
painter or entertainer of note.
probable.
Birthdate of: Ralph Bunche,
SCORPIO
e-V• U.S. statesman.
(Oct 24 to Nov. 22)

Magazines such as Cycle,
Sport, Glamour and Ingenue
are also part of the Young Adult
section and may be checked out,
a spokesman said.

interest to this age group. Some
of the records are soundtracks
from the movies: Midnight
Cowboy, Easy Rider, and Love
Story.
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College students,
make Blue Cross and
Blue Shield of Kentucky
part of your plans...
If you are a college student or will
be one this fall, the last thing you're
likely to think about ot plan for is health
care protection. But ith !today's cost
iced-zee, a
of hospial and surgiaa
could
or
serious accident illnest
pOSVOne or even wipe out a lot of your
future plans.
That's.,why Blue Cross and Blue Shield
of Kentucky have a Special College
Student Program. It's a plan to provide
you Mtn-needed prepatatTeatth careprotection with benefits and cOsts
designed for you. Why not check into it?
There's no cost or obligation, no
salesman will call. „lust fill out the
I
coupon below.
(NOTE: If you're already a. ember f
our College gtudeet Program, be sure o
upgrade your coverage to the $35
per day hospital room allowa ce.)

Blue Cross
Blue Shield
of Kentucky
Helping you get good
health‘ care you can afford.

BILie C,ross and Blue Shield of Kentucky
3101 Bardstown Road. Louisville. Kentucky 40205
WithouLobligation. send Blue Cross and Blue h,eId College Student Program information
/AL 78053
(Check all dawns that apply)
I Will be a college student this term.
Name (Mr.)(Mrs.)(Miss

I am 0 presently a Member of the

Blue

Certificate No
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Zip

City

Address

and Blue Shield Student Program
'

in improving my bone

o Getting Married and wish to chan
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FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
state merit system has entered
an "era of reason" in which the
interests of both state employees and the taxpaying
public are being respected,
acc•.ording to Kentucky Personnel Commissioner Cattle
Lou Miller.
Presently, C4mmissioner
Miller said, the merit system is
being administered in accoribusce with its original in-tent-=that of providing a
and
stable
competent,
Koisesionsl worit force in state
rivernment"
Commissioner Miller cited
comparative statistics to
demonstrate the present administration's respect for the
rights of merit system emsaid that in 1972, the first
year of the Ford administration, 237 merit system
employees were dismissed from
state employment for all
causes. This compares with
1,474 merit system employees
missed during 1968, the first
"tar of the preceding administration, she added.
Thus far in 1973, Commissioner Miller said, only 44
merit system employees have
been dismissed, a fact which
refutes predictions that the
administration would engage in
mass firings after Democrats
assumed a 3-2 majority on the
Personnel Board in January
1973.
In addition,
Miller noted that at this point in
the last administration, some
400 dismissed merit system
employees were seeking, with
little success, Kentucky Personnel Board hearings - to
protest their dismissals
Todam,she said, no Mich logjam
exists since only 10 appeals are
scheciled for hearing in the
next few weeks and the full
Board is expected to decide
soon 13 other cases on wh$ch
hearings have already been
conducted. No other cases are
pending, Commissioner Miller
said.
The present appeals situation,
she commented, sterns from the
much smeller number of merit
system employee dismissals in
this administration and from
quick attentionto appeals which
are filed,.
Commissioner —Miller uld

taxpayers benefit in a substantial way from right
dismissal procedures. "Unwarranted dismissals of merit
system employees during the
last administration have cost
Kentucky's taxpayers
$828,421.99 back pay resulting
from Board or Court-ordered
reinstatements, and we're still
counting," she said. In comparison, she observed that back
pay to employees dismLssed and
reinstated by the present administration totals $143,596.93.
In addition to reducing back
pay settlements by stricter
enforcement of dismissal
procedures, Commissioner
Miller said the cost also has
been reduced because employees are now reinstated
promptly in accordance with a
state law enacted by the 1972
legislature. During the previous
administration, agency refusals
to comply with ordered reinstatements led to much larger
beak pay settlements than
would have otherwise been
meesimary, she continued. Another major improvement
Commissioner
by
cited
ltMr is Governor Ford's firm
leadership in prohibiting the
solicitation of state employees
for political contributions. She
said this is a "first" in merit
system 4 edforcement and is
saving state workers ( and indirectly, taxpayers) sums
estimated at from SIIIII1111
hundred thousand to over million dollars annually.
adthis
"Everything
ministration is: doing With
regard to the merit system,
including its rejection of the
its
and
spoils system
political
of
prohibition
a
reflects
assessments,
dedicated respect for the spirit
and letter of the merit system
law and rules and a commitment to concentrate on the
real business of government—
serving the people," Commissioner Miller said.
"In brief," she concluded,
"we are embarked on an era of
reason in which there is simply
a more effective ..eperation of
the state merit system, affording dignity to the employee
and, ultimately, improved
service_ in the citizens of Kentucky."
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New Grant-In-Aid Program For
Murray State Athletic Teams?
Murray, Ky.--A new athletic grants may be divided.
Dr. Thomas Hogancamp,
grants-in-aid plan for Ohio
Valley Conference teams which Murray State vice president
should enable Murray State and chairman of the committee,
teams to compete more ef- said that OVC schools would be
fectively with teams from other able to offer the increased
conferences, has been approved scholarships without increased
were
by a special committee and is cost. "Most institutions
much
as
scholarships
dividing
of
approval
waiting the
Dr.
presidents of OVC member as by one-fourth,"
Hogancamp said, "and inschools.
The new plan would raise creasing costs, particularly
football grants from 50 to 60, tuition costs for out-of-state
keep basketball grants at 20, students, made it more exraise baseball from 12 half pensive to give four quartergrants to 12 fulls, track and scholarships than one full
cross country from 14 halves to scholarship. By terminating the
and
14 fulls, and golf and tennis quarter scholarships
full
more
substituting
from 8 halves to 5 fulls.
If approved, the new plan will scholarships, the OVC schools
can come out with the same
go in effect, July 1, 1974.
Of the 60 football grants, a amount of money. I also think
maximumuf 15 may be divided the new program willstrengthen
and awarded to no. more than athletic programs in the OVC
30 student-athletes. Five of the and enable the league to
20 basketball grants may be compete more effectively with
divided and awarded to no more teams from other conferences.
than 10 student-athletes.
Other members of the
All scholarships for other
sports may be divided but no scholarship committee were
duplication of the integral parts Cal Luther, Murray State
in a full grant will be permitted. athletic director; Pres. Adron
These integral parts include Doran, Morehead; Pres. Joe
tuition and-or fees, room, Morgan, Austin Peay; Pres D.
P. Culp, East Tennessee;
board, and books.
Student-athletes on spring Charles Murphy and Larry
sports grants will not be per- Castle, Middle Tennessee; Don
mitted to participate in football Combs, and Roy Kidd, Eastern
Kentucky; William
Jones,
or basketball.
, . Under the grants-iraaid plan Tennessee Tech; Jimmy Feix,
now in effect for the OVA, there Western Kentucky; and Arthur
are no restrictions on the way Guep OVC commissioner.

Secretariat Is Upset By
_Anion At Whitney_ Stakes
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BRANDON'S
BITS
By
Mike Brandon
The Kentucky State Junior Closed Tennis Tournament gets
started today on the Murray State courts.
A total of 122 first round matches are set for today.
Action started this afternoon at 1 p.m. and should be over
tonight around 8 p.m.
Competition will begin at approximately 830 a.m. Tuesday
through Friday.
The final round in the singles and doubles should be finished
late Friday evening.
Kevin Walsh of Louisville and Chet Algood of Henderson are the
top two seeds in the boys' 18 year old singles.
Mark Buechler of Louisville is the top seed in the 16 year old
singles while Murray's Mel Purcell Is seeded second.
Mel is the top seed in the 14 year old singles.
In the 12 year old singles, Robby Urbach of Louisville is the top
seed while Larry Geller of Louisville is seeded second.
One Murray girl, Kathy Outland, is seeded in the girls' singles.
She is the top seed in the 10 year old singles division.
The Colt League All-Stars have been chosen.
Although the Colt League Tournament is long since over and
Murray did not have an entrant, the All-Stars still hope to play a
couple of games over the weekend.
Members of the team include Tony Boone, David Carman, Dan
Foster, Ken Grogan, Andy Littleton, Dale McCuiston, Roger
McCuLston, Bo McDougla, Terry Melton, Phil Miller, Johnny
Shelly, Craig Suitor, Lindy Sinter, Tony ThurrIlled, and Mark
Williams.
Congratulations to the Acers and Acers Too on their tournament
wins in the Women's Softball League Tournament.
The Acers won the Division One Tournament while Acers Too
captured the championship of the Division Two Tournament.
Both teams are outstanding defensive teams who are well
caaetver1 well disciplined and excellent softball players.
This fine softball team will be representing Murray shortly in
the state tournament.
The Aceii have—played thost-of the learto that will be in'the
tournament and possibilities of a strong showing by the team
would seem likely.

a

Women's Softball Tournament held
DIVISION TWO CHAMPIONS—Acers Too captured the championship of the Divison Two
league championship, won 7-1 and 17-0
Sunday afternoon at the Murray City Park. Acers Too, the team that won the regular season
Mona Steely, Tandy Jones. coach, Derma
over Peoples Bank to win the crown. Members of Acers Too are top row, left to right,
Janie Washer, assistant coach. Back
and
manager
Wilferd,
Bernice
and
Willer, Tammy Boone, Penny Terhune, Leslie Wilferd
and Sandy Hargrove.
row,Shirley Wilferd. Jaina Washer, Lisa Rogers,('hary! Mathes, Gale Broach, Mary Ann Littleton
I Staff Photo by Mike Brandon I
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Niekro No-Hits Padres,
Cards Lead By 5 Games

the Hall of Fame at Cooper- runs and steal 30 bases in the
day.
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
stown, N Y., today.
same season twice. Willie Mays
the
.401m,
former
MilwaUkee_
Associated'Press Snorts %Mier •
is the-ofher.
Braves' ace and the winningest -n—aNiekro, the Atlanta Brain
rail and the track, which was
By DICK JOYCE
Phil Niekro beat Warren left-handed pitcher in baseball 34-year-old knuckleballer, prob- Reds 7, Astros 1 ..
Pete Rose and Joe Morgan
Associated Press Sports Writer called fast, but was still drying
Spahn to the Hall of Fame Sun- history, was to be inducted into ably won't make it career-wise,
but he fluttered past Spahn and drove in three of Cincinnati's
SARATOGA SPRINGS, N.Y. out after Thursday's day-long
rain.
It's a little early for basketball but the way all of the sports run
into the Hall's no-hit section four second-inning unearned
AP ) — Meadow Stable's SecThe Whitney was Secretar- together anymore, so why not.'
Sunday the way his pitches runs with singles and Ross
by
tarnished
retariat, his image
iat's first start against older
Henry Kinsey, who many rate as the top guard in the United
danced past San Diego Padre Grimsley spaced eight hits. The
. a stunning upset loss Saturday, horses and a victory would States, is in town and ready for the summer interim:term at
bats in a 9-0 no-hitter.
only damaging blow was Jim
his
show
to
opportunity
an
. has
have made him the 13th thor- Murray State.
Niekro walked three and Wynn's 17th homer. The Reds
Sarasame
the
supremacy on
oughbred in history to earn $1
Kinsey, a 6-3 guard from New York who will be a junior for the
struck out four in hurling the added three runs in the fifth,
toga track Aug. 18.
million in purses.
Racers, might prove to be the top recruit in the history of the
Braves' first no-hitter since triggered by Dan Driessen's
Onion. a 4-year-old gelding university, if reports on his abilities are true.
P:a The occasion is the $100,000Spahn did it against San Fran- triple which stretched his hitadded Travers Stakes, a 1,4- owned by the Hobeau Farm,
cisco 12 years ago. Two other ting streak to 17 games.
mile test. It is expected to was ridden by .lacinto Vasquez,
Dick Brown of Paducah will be going for his fifth consecutive
Cards 3-4, Mets 2-1
Padres reached on infield
an
draw the top 3-year-olds and
who was aboard Angle Light championship in the Shrine Flight of the Murray Shrine Club
Rick Wise pitched a five-hitthrowing errors.
even greater crowd than the when he whipped Secretariat in Invitational Golf Tournament set for this weekend at the Murray
Nielcro's was the fifth no-hit- ter in the nightcap and drove in
Saratoga record of 30,119 which the Wood Memorial earlier this Country Club
ter of the season but the first in two runs with a homer and sacsaw the supposedly invincible year.
rifice fly. In the opener, rookie
the National League.
Brown claimed the championship last year as he shot a four
Secretariat finish a length beThe titne of the race was 1:49 over par 148
"I knew I had a no-hitter go- Bake McBride knocked in the
hind front-cunning Onion Satur- 1-5. a full second off the track
ing. You're usually aware until tying run with a pinch single in
day in the $53,850 Whitney record
the first guy gets a hit. When the seventh inning off Tom SeaStakes.
The Whitney result took some
they came up for the second ver and scored the winner on
the edge off the match race
Crown
of
Triple
the
for
Reasons
time around I knew they didn't Lou Brock's single. The sweep
winner's setback range from a between Secretariat and his
have a hit. After that, no one boosted the Cards' lead in the
bump on his head when he millionaire stablemate, Riva
on the bench spoke to me," he National League East to five
broke through the starting gate Ridge, set for Sept_ 15 at Belgames over the Cubs.
said.
before the start of the 1,14-mile mont. Wichita Oil upset Riva
Expos 3. Cubs 2
a native of Blaine,
Niekro.
day and possibly extend into
By HARRY KING
race; jockey Ron Turcotte's de- Ridge on the turf here last
The Cubs lost for the 18th
Ohio, was signed by the Braves
that
in
was
event
an
Tuesday
Associated Press Writer
cision to keep the colt on the Wednesday.
for a $500 bonus after attending time in 24 starts when Ron
NORTH LIITLE ROCK, Ark. scheduled to end Sunday.
a tryout camp in 1958. The no- Fairly's two-run single off reThe United States leads in
(AP)— Tennis has its own verhitter boosted his record to 11-5 liever Dave LaRoche in the
the competition 2-0 with Gorsion* of the Boston Marathon.
and capped a season which he seventh inning gave the Expos
It's called the American Zone man's singles victory and a
began in the bullpen. He didn't their victory before a record
triumph by Smith over Cornejo
finals of the Davis Cup.
make his first start until May crowd of 31,019 at Montreal's
The tennis marathon began in a match that began Friday
Jarry Park.
15.
winThe
Friday when Tom Gorman of and ended Saturday
Pirates 4. Phils 1
Elsewhere in the NationalSeattle, Wash., and Jaime Fill- ner of the American Zone
Richie Zisk doubled to set up
League, the Los Angeles DodgBOWLING GREEN, Ky. nine victories for the East.
meets Romania, which defeated
The turning point in the game ol of Chile played the second
ers edged the San Francisco Pittsburgh's first run and dou( AP) — It was the familiar duo
the
Soviet Union during the
in
hisset
Cup
longest
singles
reeled
West
the
as
Giants 4-3, the Cincinnati Reds bled home a pair of runs in the
of state champion Shawnee's came early,
tory, Gorman winning 17-15. weekend. The United States has
trimmed the Houston Astros 71, seventh. Willie Stargell singled
Ronnie Daniel and Wayne Gold- off seven straight points to take
The kicker came Sunday—a 76- won the Davis Cup five straight
a
by
followed
lead,
30-16
E
4
:
key
other
the St. Louis Cardinals won a to open the second inning and
some
en—but with
years.
game set that lasted three
pair from the New York Mets took third on Zisk's first
help—as the West All Stars freak play by the East's Ernest
hours and 45 minutes, estabBob Malaga of Cleveland,
3-2 and 4-1, the Montreal Expos double. Loser Wayne Twitcbell
romped to a 94-83 victory over Doty of Lexington Henry Clay.
adviser to .the Davis
lishing a Day* Cup Mat*
nipped the Chicago 'Cubs, 3-2 then uncorked a wildialcb, althe East All Stars in the
Doty took an In-bounds pass
team of Filloi Cup committee, said the second
The
Chilean
and the Pittsburgh Pirates beat lowing a run to score.
annual basketball series at under the West goal and
and Pat Cornejo won the set 39- set of the doubles match was
It remained 1-0 until the
the Philadelphia Phillies 4-1.
Western Kentucky University promply went for a Layup—scor37 over Stan Smith of Pasa- the "finest set I have seen in
eighth, when Rennie Stennett
Dodgers 4, Giants 3 ... .
Saturday night.
West.
ing two points for the
Davis
20
of
Cup
Dilyears
watching
van
and
Erik
dena, Calif.,
Bill Buckner's two-run homer walked, Dave Parker was hit
Golden came up with a game"Something like that happens len of San Mateo, Calif. The Play."
.and Jim Brewer's clutch relief by a pitch and Stargell was
high 20 points, while Daniel
"This wasn't like having four
when you stop concentrating U.S. team rebounded to take
pitching highlighted the Dodg- purposely passed after Al Oliproduced 14.
for a moment," Doty said. the next set 8-6 and established palookas," he said. "This was
Dennis
ers' victory, which kept them ver's long fly moved the runBut Campbellsville's
.
trouble
a commanding 5-1 lead in the the world champion ( Smith)
"And that gets you in
three games ahead of Cincin- ners up. Zisk followed with his
Benningfield fired in 17 and
Denny Fugate of M.C. Napier fourth set before darkness sus- and three other guys who rose
nati in the West Division and second double.
Greg Schepman of Carroll
great
It
a
the
was
occasion.
team
The
Chilean
play.
misled
dropped the third-place Giants
County tallied 12 as the West led the East with 17 points,
won the first set 9-7.
tribute to four fantastic athlet7'2 out
claimed its second consecutive whileFreci Walker of Maysville
GOLF
—UPI Teleoltoro
So the action will continue toTommy John limited the Givictory and 13th in the series to produced 15.
COLUMBUS, Ohio — Judy
ants to four hits and one
unearned run before they ral- Rankin shot a final round 72 for
lied on Bobby Bonds' two-run a 54-hole score of 212 to win the
$35,000 Ladies Professional Golf
homer in the eighth, his 30th.
Bonds became the second Association Classic by threeas
at
Packnight
the
left
tonight
Saturday
meet
teams
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give
at
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it
then
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scamper,
-yard
32
a
for
touchdown.
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21-yard
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
player in history to hit 30 home strokes over Debbie Austin.
from three yards out with ers and Bears tied 13-13.
Although veterans will domi- Cleveland's Municipal Stadium second-year man Brian Sipe
The NFL champion Dolphins in
nate the starting lineups, Cleve- in the windup of the first full some work in the second half. had their hands full in posting 3:05 left in the game to make
land Coach Nick Skorich and weekend of National Football Nolan will counter with John their 20th consecutive victory— the Eagles' debut under Coach
Brodie at the -start and go to
a winning
San Francisco Coach Dick No- League exhibition action.
the final preseason game of Mike McCormack
In Sunday night's only game, Steve Spurrier in the second
one.
lan both plan to take a long
1972, 14 regular season games,
Jan Stenerud booted four
look at some key rookies when the New England Patriots ral- half, with young Joe Reed also three playoff games and a 14-3
lied for two touchdowns in the possibly seeing some action.
field goals to Happy Feller's
the
win
College
over
All-Stars
final period to pull out a 17-17
Skorich wants to get a good
in Chicago last Friday being two as the Chiefs topped the
tie with the Oakland Raiders.
look at some young running
Saints.
ELLIS PARK RACES
the previous 19.
LOWEST PAYMENTS ANYWHERE • PRECUT FOR EASY ASSEMBLY
Saturday night, the Miami backs as possible bench
John Unitas made his debut
44—DAY SUMMER MEETING
• STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTIONS • FREE DELIVERY
Philadelphia's Po James set for San Diego, playing the first
Dolphins edged the Cincinnati strength behind veterans Leroy
3,
JULY 14—September INC.
Rent receipts have no resale value. A Miles home is worth thousands more than it costs.
up the winning touchdown with period, but was overshadowed
Bengals 14-13, the Philadelphia Kelly and Bo Scott.
9 RACES DAILY — NO
Be your own landlord. Pay yourself $12 per hour by building a Miles Home. Give your
Eagles beat the Buffalo Bills
Nolan wants to examine his
by the Giants' quarterback tanWe')) help you. It's fun and easy. We furnish everything ...
family a home of their
RACING ON SUNDAY
deChiefs
City
Kansas
the
13-6,
wide
rookie
receivers.
dem of Norm Snead and Randy
own'
country.. Land need not be paid in full. Cash down
inside and out. Build anywhi/e
On U.S. Highway No. 41
AUTO
RACING
Saints
Orleans
New
the
feated
payment not important. Rent size payments. Thousands have done it. Why not you?
Following their fine comeJohnson.
at Twin Bridges Between
12-6, the New York Giants back, the Patriots were given a
Pittsburgh showed midseason
ADENAU, West German), —
Evansville, Ind. dt HenFPLEASE RUSH ME YOUR FREE CATALOG ON MILES BUILD IT YOURSELF HOMEn
crushed the San Diego Charg- scare as veteran George Scotland's Jackie Stewart regis- precision in whipping the newderson, Ky.
Mame
Pittsburgh Steelers Blanda attempted a 43-yard tered his 27th Formula I victo- look Baltimore Colts. Pittsthe
28-3,
ers
POST TIME: 2 P.M.,
1
Address
trounced the Baltimore Colts field goal at the final gun. But ry leading _a 1-2 Tyrrell-Ford burgh's Preston Pearson set up
1
DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME 34-7 and the Chicago Bears tied
his attertipt was low and short.
Coy,
bp
state,
two
the
in
first four
finish in the German Grand
touchdowns
/
NO CHARGE FOR PARKING
the Green Bay Packers 13-13.
Daryle Lamonica
tossed Prix at the Nurburgring.
minutes with runs of 69 and 39
---\-------nipped
AIR-CONDITIONED
The New York Jets
touchdown passes for Oakland,
yards.
FAYETTEVILLE, N.C. —
CLUB HOUSE
the Houston Oilers 16-13, the but John Tarver scored on a
Green Bay's Chester Marco!,
Bobby
1973
Allison
drove his
Detroit Lions topped the Wash- three-yard run for the Patriots'
CLOSED CIRCUIT TV
whose kicking had beaten the
15 E. *Short, Lexington, Ky. 40607.
ington Redskins 17-14 and the first touchdown, then New Eng- Chevrolet to a nine-second vic- Bears three limes last year,
JA/vrEs C. ELLIS PARK
There is a Miles local reoresentanye in your area
• Operated by
Dallas Cowboys beat the Los land capitalized on a short punt tory over Cale Yarborough in missed what would have been
BEGIN A NEW LIFE
DADE PARK JOCKEY
Angeles Rams 24-7 in Friday by Oakland rookie Ray Guy to the first annual Cumberland 200 the winning field goal from 39
CLUB, INC
the Mho W_*.y_.
car race at Cumberland
stock
night.games. _
-yards- out -with- eight , seconds--tie the score, Jim_ Plunkett hitSkorich will start Mike ting Tommy Reynolds with a Inteinarofisil Speedway.
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Indians Sweep Brewers,
A's and Royals Are Tied
By KEN RAPPOPORT
Associated Press Sports Writer
Brent Strom's on a winning
streak—one in a row. Well, for
him it's a winning streak.
"I have been wondering when
I would win again," said the
Cleveland Indian pitcher after
stopping a personal 10-game
Losing streak with a four-hit, 4-1
decision over the Milwaukee
Brewers in the second game of
a Sunday doubleheader. The Indians won the first game, 6-5.
The last time—and the only
time—that Strom won a gamt
In the major leagues was on
April 9 this season. He beat the

nt held
Ind 17-0
Donna
I. Back

andon

Tournament yesterday at the City
DIVISION ONE CHAMPIONS—The Acers wee lie championship el Use Division One Softball
of the Acers are tep raw,left te
Members
title.
league
semen
replar
the
Park as they blanked the Orphans 164. The Acne Aimed
McCarty and Bernice
right, Linda Rudolph, June Cline, Shirley Wilferd, Men "Al" 11111erd, Jennifer Outaind, Kathy -Carty"
Jones, Pat Ward and Mende
Tandy
Miller,
"Shorty"
Melissa
Shiner,
Kathy
Arnold,
Linda
Sims,
T.
row.
Front
manager.
Wilferd,
Rudolph.
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon)
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National League
East
W. L. Pct. 0.11.
61 50 550 —
St Louts
56 55 .505 5
Chicago
54 55. .495Pittsburgh
53 56 .486 7
Montreal
2
1
/
52 60 .464 9
Philadelphia
2
1
48 60 444 11/
New York
West
—
622
42
69
Angeles
Los
67 46 .593 3
Cincinnati
2
1
Francisco 61 49 .555 7/
San
2
1
57 57 .500 13/
Houston
2
1
52 64 .448 19/
Atlanta
2
311/
.336
73
37
San Diego
Games
Monday's
42) at
Chicago (Bonham
Montreal (Moore 5 10)
at Cin8)
11
Houston (Reuss
cinnati (Billingham 157). N
St. Louis (Cleveland 12.5) at
New York (Stone 7-3), N
Los Angeles (Downing 8-6) at
San Diego (Kirby 711), N
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Gaines
Houston at Pittsburgh, N
St Louis at New York, N
Chicago at Cincinnati, N
Los Angeles at San Diego, N
Montreal at San Francisco, N
Only dames scheduled
American League
East
W. L. Pct. 0.8.
58 43 .547 —
Baltimore
1/2
59 50 541
Detroit
2
1
61 52 S40 /
New York
2
/
11
532
58 51
Boston
2
1
52 57 477 7/
Milwaukee
42 70 375 19
Cleveland
West
63 48 .568 —
Oakland
64 49 .566 —
Kansas City
2
1
55 53 .509 6/
Minnesota
55 56 495 6
Chicago
2
1
51 57 472 10/
California
41 66 376 21
Texas
Monday's Games
Boston (Moret 4-0) at Balti.
more (Alexander 64), N
New York (Stottlemyre 12-9)
at Detroit (Strahler 4-3), N
at
• Cleveland (Perry 1015)
Chicago (Stone 4-9), N
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Boston at Kansas City, N
Baltimore at Minnesota, N
Cleveland at Chicago, N
California at Milwaukee, N
Oakland at Detroit, N
York, N
Texas
_ at New
_

Billie Jean Wins
Another Tournament
DENVER (AP) — The selfstyled "old lady" of tennis
-headed for Nashville. Tenn.,
and the second stop on the
women's pro tennis circuit today after pocketing $7,000 in
the championship bracket of
the opening meet Sunday.
Billie.Jean King overcame a
blazing start by her taller,
stronger opponent, Betty Stove,
and be Holland's No. 1 player
6-4, 6-2.
''Betty had a great tournament. I had to play very well to
win.'said Mrs. King, winner at
Wimbledon this year and the
top seed at the Denver meet.
Miss Stove's concentration
faltered in the third game after
she stopped serving to ask several parents to remove crying
babies from the stands.
.Julie Heldman of New York
won the 11,950 consolation
match, beating Janet Newberry
of La Jolla, Calif., 8-4.
The doubles finals, halted by
rain with Mrs. King and Rosemary 0.asals leading Miss Stove
and Francoise Durr 3-2, will be
restarted at that point later in
the week at Nashville, tournament officials said.
The 29-year-old Mrs. King
said she plans to push herself
as hard as possible over the
read the Slims tour in preps- --Mitten ler her Sept. 20 fiveiet
tile with Bebby_Rigo.
The $100,000 winner-take-all
match will be played in the Astrodome at Houston

Acers And Acers Too
Take Softball Titles
MIKEBRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Good hitting is an important
element in softball but a good
defensive team can stop a good
hitting team.
It was proved three times
yesterday in the Women's
Softball Tournament as Acers
and Acers Too claimed the
championships in their respective divisions.
The Acers pounded 31 hits and
held the Orphans to only three
hits as they calimed a 16-0 win
in the Division One title game.
In the Division Two championship game, Acers Too
humiliated Peoples Bank 17-0.
Both the Acers and the Acers
Too, coached by Bernice and
Shirley Wilferd, used a vacuumdefense to take away hits and
possible runs from their opponents.
Friday's games in the double
elimination tournament found
Hutson Chemical eliminating
Kelley's in Division One, 3-2.
The Acers took a 9-0 win in the
nightcap.
In Saturday's Division One
play, Dexter eliminated Hutson
by taking a 5-0 decision.
Dexter was then eliminated
by the Orphans in the nightcap,
13-5.
The Acers had little trouble at
all Sunday afternoon in taking
the championship over the
Orphans.
The winners struck for five
runs in the first inning mei were

never threatened by the Or- Acers Too pushed across-a rim
phans.Shirley Wilfred gained in the top of the sixth but
the pitching win for the Acers Peoples Bank tied the game
with a tally in the bottom of the
and allowed only four hits.
Rosemary Lamb had a pair of inning.
Acers Too exploded in the
hits for the Orphans while Sarah
Calhoun and Darlene Oliver seventh as Peoples Bank
collapsed on defense and the
added a hit apiece.
game of the afternoon
second
Jones,
Tandy
Rudolph,
Linda
decide the
Melissa Miller and T. Sims st was needed to
had four hits apiece for the champion.
Sandy Hargrove picked up the
Acers while June Cline, Linda
for Acers Too
Rudolph and Kathy McCarty all win on the mound
and allowed hits to Regina
had -three hits.
Barber, Jo Ann
Linda Arnold, Shirley Wilferd Vance, Joyce
Baum.
Nancy
and
Woods
a
and Jennifer Outland all had
For Acers Too, Penny
pair of hits for the Acers.
Donna Miller and
Acers Too had to take a pair Terhune,
all had two
Littleton
Ann
Mary
chamof wins to take the
Lisa
Boone,
Tammy
while
hits
pionship in the Division Two
Rogers, Gale Broach, Leslie
Tournament.
and Jaina Washer all
In Friday's Division Two Wilferd
apeice.
hit
a
had
games, Peoples Bank edged
In the second game, a 10 run
Burger Chef 28-25. In the second
were explosion in the sixth inning
Banditos
game,
Acers Too lead into
eliminated by Acers Too, 7-5. turned a 3-0
up Acers
The final game played a romp and the fired
near perfection
was
defense
Too
W.O.W.
found
Friday
innings.
eliminating Bank of Murray, 17- in the final two
For Peoples Bank, Regina
12.
Vance, Joyce Barber, Jo Ann
Saturday's action found Acers
and Cindy Etherton all
Woods
Too eliminating W.O.W. 5-2 and
had one hit.
Acers Too eliminating Burger
For Acers Too, Tammy
Chef 16-11.
Boone,
Mona Steely, Penny
possible
with
Faced
Acers Too rallied Terhune, Lisa Rogers and Gale
hits while
for six runs in the top of the Broach all had two
hit.
one
added
Miller
Donna
Peoples
the
seventh against
Bank to take a 7-1 win and force
Both the Acers and Acers Too
a second Sunday afternoon had taken the regular season
game.
titles in their respective
The game was sooreleee until_divisions.

from the Texas Rangers, 7-3
and 5-4; the Detroit Tigers
Lopped the New York Yankees
8-6; the Minnesota Twins
trimmed the Kansas City Royals 7-1; the Boston Red Sox
tripped the Baltimore Orioles
74 and the Oakland A's whipped
the California Angels 6-2.
White Sox 7-5, Rangers 3-4
Carlos May drove in four
runs with a homer, double and
sacrifice fly to pace Chicago to
a 7-3 victory over Texas in
their first game.
The White Sox tool the second 5-4 as John Jeter doubled

Nichols Claims Title
At Westchester Sunday
By BOB GREEN
Associated Press Sports Writer
HARRISON, N.Y. (AP) —
Bobby Nichols went home to
Ohio a winner again—for the
first time ins long time.
Tom Weiskopf went home to
Ohio unhappy and disgruntled
again—for the first time in a
Long time.
"All I'm going to say is that
I'm glad to be going home to
Ohio. -That's all-VU se? -about
it," the obviously angry Weiskopf said after a quadruple-bogey eight and the end of his
winning streak.
Nichols, meanwhile, was
bubbling happy after his dramatic triumph in the 37-hole
windup Sunday in the rich
Westchester Golf Classic.
The 37-year-old veteran did it
In thrilling fashion. He came
from nowhere with a blazing,
five-under-par 31 on the final
nine holes to tie Bob Murphy
and then won the ensuing playoff by dropping a 25-foot birdie
putt on the first extra hole.
Nichols, five strokes back
when the second of Sunday's
two rounds started, closed up
with a 65, seven under par on
Westchester
the 6,614-yard
Country Club course, and fin-

ished with a 272 total. Murphy
had a final round 67.
Weiskopf, meanwhile, took a
fat eight on the par four fourth
hole and his rally fell just short
when he missed an eagle putt
on the lath hole.
It left him with a 71 last
round and a 273 total- just one
shot out of the playoff and tied
with veteran Dan Sikes.
His finish snapped the string
consecutive
that. included
triumphs in the British and Canadian Opens He's now won
five times in nine starts and
has collected more than $200,000 in the three-month string,
about the same amount Ben
Hogan won in his lifetime.
Gibby Gilbert, Gene Littler
and Frank Beard were just two
strokes out of the playoff at 271
but Jack Nicklaus didn't
get into the multiple-man
scramble for the top spot. He
was at 276. Arnold Palmer had
a 69-279, U.S. Open champ
Johnny Miller 68-281 and Gary
Player 73-282.
..All will be playing in the
PGA National Championship in
Cleveland this week.
Here are the final scores and
money winnings: x-won suddendeath playoff:

home the winning run in the
ninth inning.
Tigers 8, Yankees 6
Dick McAuliffe drove in foe;
runs with a pair of homers and
Jim Northrup and Mickey Stanley also homered, powering Detroit to an 8-6 triumph over
New York.
Twins 7, Royals 1
Bert Blyleven hurled six perfect innings and finished with a
three-hitter, leading Minnesota
over Kansas City 7-1 The loss
stopped the Royals' winning
streak at seven games.
.
Kansas City shortstop Fred
Patek broke up Blyleven's nohit bid with a triple off the left
field wall leading off the seventh. Cookie Rojas followed
with a run-scoring single.
Red Sox 7, Orioles 4
Tommy Harper blasted a
three-run double and then stole
third and came home on an error for Boston's fifth run of the
seventh inning, leading the Red
Sox to a 7-4 victory over Baltimore.
A's 1, Angels 2
Dick Green slugged a grand
slam home run in the eighth inning to power Oakland to a 6-2
success over California

x-Bobby Nichols
70-67-70-65-272
$50,000
Bob Murphy
67-70-68-67--272
128,500
Dan Sikes
70-65-67-71-273
114,750
Tom Weiskopf
In the National League
64-69-69-71-273
114,750
Sunday, the St. Louis Cardinals
Frank Beard
68-67-68-71-274 beat the New York Mets in a
$9,083
doubleheader, 3-2 and 4-1; the
Gene littler
68-69-7146-274 Pittsburgh Pirates took a 4-1
19,063
-decision from the.Philadelpliis.
Gibbs, Gilbert
67-724147-274 Phillies; the Montreal Expos
19,083
downed the Chicago Cubs 3-2;
David Glenz
69-70-66-70--275 the Atlanta Braves topped the
$7,375
San Diego Padres 9-0 as Phil
Jack Nicklaus
70-68-69-69-276 Niekro pitched a no-hitter; the
$6,205
Cincinnati Reds turned back
Bobby Cole
70-68-75-73-276 the Houston Astros 7-1 and the
16,250
Los Angeles Dodgers tripped
Bob E. Smith
69-70-71-66---276 the San Francisco Giants 4-3.
16,250

Bowling Green Takes
Title In Tournament

By MIKE BRANDON
mak. run in the sixth on
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
doubles by Steve Conner and
A powerful Bowling Green Kent Kerby to take a 3-1 lead.
team swept through the
American Legion baseball
Steve Robertson's double in
townsmen this weekend at the seventh drove in Steve
killeray State and claimed the Gardner who had walked and
Beettenal title Sunday afternoon Bowling Green had a three run
by taking a 8-2 win over Camp- lead.
Campbellsville scored its
bellsville.
Bowling Green will heifplaying • final run of the day when
in the state tournament this shortstop Dee Deener slammed
week and will meet the winner a Kim Kerby pitch 330 feet into
left field and over the fence for a
of the east sectional.
In second round play solo homer.
Bowling Green added two
Saturday in the double
climination tournament, more runs in the eight inning on
Paducah was eliminated in the hits by Kim Kerby, Kent Kerby
morning game as they fell 9-7 to and Toms.•
Kim Kerby went the distance
who compiled a .317 batting av- Campbellsville.
Rangers at Abner Doubleday erage in 18 seasons with Pitts
Paducah held a 6-4 lead going on the mound for Bowling Green
Field.
burgh, was killed New Year's Into the bottom of the seventh and fanned 11 batters while
Clemente, a four-time Nation- Eve in a plane crash off his na- but Campbellsville rallied for walking only four.
Cox paced Campbellsville
al League batting champion tive Puerto Rico. He had been three runs to take the lead.
on a mercy mission to NicaThe winners added another with two hits while Deener,
ragua, helping bring supplies to pair of runs in the eighth inning Holmes, De_aton and Squire all
hit safely.
earthquake victims.
to insure the victory.
For Bowling Green, RobertIn the first game played
The Baseball Writers Association of America voted Cle- Saturday afternoon, Bowling son and Kent Kerby each had
OXFORD, Ohio I AP) — Top mente into the Hall earlier this Green took an 84 win over three hits while Nethrey picked
archers from across the United year after the Hall of Fame di- Madisonville and then in the up a
pair of safeties. Bill
States will assemble here Tues- rectors waived the normal five- nightcap Saturday, Madison- Moore, Kim Kerby, Toms and
day for the start of the 89th Na- year waiting period.
ville was eliminated as they Gardner all had a hit for
tional Target Archery TournaSpahn, who won 363 games, dropped a 5-2 game to Camp- Bowling Green.
ment. Cornpetion runs through mostly with the Boston and Mil- bellsville.
TENNIS
Saturday.
waukee Braves, was the only
Chmpbellsville, who would
DENVER - Top-seeded BilThe event, sponsored by the
former player to be elected in have had to have won two lie Jean King beat Betty Stove
National Archery Association, the regular BBWAA eiection.
games Sunday to win the of the Netherlands 6-4, 6-2 to
Univeris being held at Miami
The Buffalo, N.Y. native, who tournament, fell behind in the win the $7,000 first prize in the
sity here for the fourth year in currently is a coach for the
first inning of their game with Denver Pro Tennis Meet.
row.
Cleveland Indians, delayed his Bowling Green.
Manuel
—
LOUISVILLE
memThe field includes two
entrance into the Hall by pitchSteve Robertson's leadoff Orantes of Spain outlasted John
bers of the 1972 U.S. Olympic ing briefly in the minors in 1966
triple followed by a groundout Newcombe of Australia 3-6, 6-3,
team, John Williams, 19, of and 1967. This was the first
to short by Joey Bunch gave 6-4 and won the singles title in
two-time
and
Cranesville, Pa.,
year he became eligible under Bowling Green a 1-0 lead.
the $75,000 Pro Tennis Classic.
national champion Doreen Wil- the five-year waiting period
Three singles in the top of the
COLUMBUS, Ohio — Jimmy
ber, 43, of Jefferson, Iowa.
regulation.
by Neal Toms, Steve Connors of Belleville, Ill., won
second
Elk
of
19,
Kevin Erlandson,
Spahn's victories make him Gardner and Brad Nethrey the singles championship in the
Grove, Calif., and Ruth Rowe,
the fifth highest in baseball his- Lifted Bowling Green to a 2-0 125,000 Buckeye Tennis Cham25, of Pittsburgh, Pa., are the
tory. He won 20 or more games advantage.
pionship by defeating Charles
defending champions in the 13 times and holds the strikeBowling Green hurler Kim Pasarell of Puerto Rico 3-6, 6-3,
men's and women's divisions.
outs- and shutouts by a left- Kerby issued three walks in the 6-3
National individual target
hander. He also pitched two no- bottom of the second inning and
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. —
in
held
be
will
ps
championshi
single but Chris Evert captured the first
a
for
touched
hitters.
was
eight divisions. The divisions
=- Atlantic City Tennis Classic
SEATTLE - The Pay'n Pak escaped with only one
are men and women, interthe -plate ..f0c. championshipbe-defeating Macrossing
near
Min
charging
hard
a
off
fought
junior
girls,
and
biti9s
micEate
Campbellsville.
rini Redondo in straight sets, 6boys and girls, and beginner Budweiser and won the Seafair
Green, added 2, 7-5.
Bowling
World Championship Regatta
boys and girls.

Clemente And Spahn Inducted
Into Baseball Hall Of Fame
COOPERSTOWN, N.Y. lAP>
— Roberto Clemente, the late
Pittsburgh Pirate star, and
Warren Spahn, who won more
games than any other left-handed pitcher, were formally inducted into baseball's Hall of
Fame today along with four
others.
Baseball Commissioner Bowie Kuhn unveiled their plaques
in ceremonies which got underway at 10 a.m. EDT in this upstate village where tradition
says baseball was founded
more than 100 years ago by Abner Doubleday.
Oldtime players George
"Highpocketa" Kelly, a first
baseman with the New York
Giants in the 1920s, and Mickey
Welch, who won 308 games before the turn of the century
also were inducted along with
Monte Irvin, a slugger in both
the Negro and major leagues,
and Billy Evans,former American League umpire and baseball executive.
Both Welch and Evans are
deceased.
Clemente's widow, Vera, and
her three sons, Enrique, Lids
and Robertito, came from
Puerto Rico for the ceremonies.
The Pirate team, wearing black
erribands on the tiniforrni;was
here to play an afternoon exhibides game against the Texas

New York Yankees 3-1 with an
eight-hitter.
Strom's first victory in more
than four months was fashioned
with the help of George Hendrick's 21st home run of the year,
a solo shot, and Oscar
Gamble's two hits and sacrifice
fly.
The Indians won the first
game with the aid of an error.
Frank Duffy came home on
shortstop Tirn Johnson's miscue
in the ninth for the go-ahead
run.
In the- other American
League games, the Chicago
White Sox took a doubleheader
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names

7 Man s
ruckrawma
8 Diilseed
9 Parent lc ot lop 1
10 Sharp pains
12 A continent
later>, )
14 Go in
17 Rir•f in Africa
20 Region
23 Babylonian
deity
24 Tuberculosis
ilbbr
25 Beer
ingredient
27 Appellation of

E
A19

-

2 More indigent
3 Teutonic deity
4 Bacteriologist's
ro,r0
5 Step over a
leme
6 Assumed

ACROSS
Sim.an
1 Bone
6 2n.:3 President
11 Musical instrument
13 1Nooill
15 Preposition
16 Soh,
18 Preposition
19 Sun god
21 lamb s pen
name
22 Temporary
shelter
24 F,.ed peripd
of time
26 Heroine of. .
• L ohengrin
28 Mature
29 Smash
-al Lampreys
33 Senior (abbr.)
34 Toward
shelter
36.0 Ian
A
38 continent
IMP*
40 Manes into
leather
42 Eagle s nest
45 Attempt
47 Weak food
49 Give advance
rict:ce
50 Dines
52 Word at sorrow
54 River in Italy
55 Title of
respect
labor
56 City in Canada
59 Negative
61 South Sea blends Chess
63 Peril lent
Indian
65
66 Hebrew mOnth
67 Poem

".E
30

Now Zealand

Parrots
32 Spun forth
35 Make bigger
37 SI41111
38 Stalks
39 Biblical
mountain
41 Piece for on*
43 P105500
44 Pri•War

Athens

011114Stifil

2. vsli
46 Symbol for
yttrium
se Hunalayan
animal
51 Cease
53 Pierce
57 Number
58 PrepositIOn
CO Native metal .
62 Note of
scale
6-4 Proceed
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Though her husband
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"I've soived our problem,"
he said."1'w bought you a
St.Beniard. It's name
is Great Reluctance."

rAGE I

Nixon Not First President To Young Demo
To Meet In
Be At Odds With Congress
By DONALD M. ROTHBERG.
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON(AP)- Richard Nixon is not the first president to find himself on a collision course with the courts or
Congress. In earlier cases,
head-on collisions have been
avoided and the constitutional
balance preserved.
But Supreme Court decisions
in earlier tests offer few clues
to how the current dispute over
access to presidential tapes and
documents might be resolved.
Both special prosecutor Archibald Cox and the Senate Watergate committee sent subpoenas to the White House two
weeks ago demanding that
President Nixon hand certain
documents and tape recordings
of a series of meetings in his
office.
When the President refused
to honor the subpoenas on
grounds that to do so would violate the constitutional doctrine
of separation of powers, Cox
moved immediately for a court
order to force compliance with
the grand jury subpoena.
The committee plans to file a
civil suit this week in which it
would ask a judge to declare
that its claim is just.
One other president, Thomas
Jefferson, was served with a

"Now,when I go away,
you shall know that I
am leaving you with

subpoena in the case most often
cited as the closest parallel to
the current controversy.
The subpoenas served on Jefferson, first in May 1807 and
then in Septetaber, sought his
testimony in the treason trial of
Aaron Burr. Chief Justice John
Marshall, subpoenaed the President but Jefferson refused to
comply.
He said that if he obeyed the
subpoena, the courts "could
bandy (the President) from pillar to post, keep him constantly
trudging from north to south
and east to west and withdraw
him entirely from his constitutional duties."
While refusing to appear in
person, Jefferson voluntarily
turned over a letter from Gen.
James Wilkinson, which was
the information the Burr defense attorneys had sought. Although he had issued the subpoena, Marshall never issued
any further order attempting to
enforce it.
As a result, the case often is
cited as a precedent by both
those who contend the president
is subject to a subpoena like
any other citizen and those who
say he is not.
Chairman Sam J. Ervin, DN.C., of the Watergate committee cited the Jefferson case

She hit him with

a waffle iron.

Great Reluctance!"

left alone.
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Miss your Paper
Please Phone
Your

Paper Carrier
First
If No Resulb:
Phone

-

ROY HARMON finish carpenter.
Houses trimmed-cabinetsformica tops-doors-remodeling
specialist. Quality workmanship.
August11NC
Phone 753-0790.

08 Rally
28 miles to
condition.
00
A6P

Before 5:00 p.m.,
Then
p.m. a
5:30
Albr
Until 6:30 p.m.

APPLES
2 bushel
1
$2 99 /

Is now at their NEW
LOCATION across from
the Bunny Bread Store se
South 4th St. Alex and
Preston Barrett are giving
a FREE GIFT with $3.11
purchase of fine ASHLAND
GASOLINE.
Mee 75114188

FOR RENT

est

IT COMES.THE E`IE OF THE
HURRICANE. II

UH, OW HERE

FOR SALE

brick
THREE BEDROOM
veneer house, near downtown, or
will take trade. Phone 7531408.
September 4P

ON KENTUCKY Lake; four
large bedrooms, 2 baths, large
kitchen and living area, breakfast bar, fireplace, central heat
and air, boat dock, large patio.
A9C
$35,000.00. Phone 436-5674.

TWO-FIVE gaited saddle horses SET OF Fenton chrome wheels
and two Western saddles. Phone for Ford pickup, 4 wheel drive,
A6P $110.00. Antique secretary desk,
492-8813.
solid walnut, $200.00. Antique oak
FISHING BOAT!! Mint con- bedroom suite, $115.00. Phone
dition. 1971 Cherokee "Dolphin 435-5533 or can be seen one mile
64" wide, with floor boards, plus south of Crittenden's Grocery,
swivel seats and 1970 Evinrude 25 second house on left.
H.P. outboard with-without 1971
road bike, newly
Paris.. tilt trailer. 1638 Olive BSA 25° Starfire
Phone-753-1113
rebuilt
.$35°1*A6P
Street.
A6P
_; after 6:00p.m.
EXCELLENT, EFFICIENT,
economincal. Blue Lustre carpet
cleaner Rent electric shampooer
$1.00. Big K, Belaire Shopping
A11C
Center.

Phone 498-8886
After 6:00 p.m.
* FREE ESTIMATE *
ANTIQUES: FURNITURE and
glassware. 516 South 11th Street.
A6C
Phone 753-3796.
GRAIN BINS. Before you buy a
drying bin, compare GSI's
standard features, then compare
prices. Heaviest gauges of steel
used throughout. The Grain
Systems,Inc., storage and drying
system is planned especially for
your needs. It lets you sell when
the price is right or store for your
own use. To let you fill any bin in
one day, we offer you a pre-wired
electric low temperature heater
and fan combination with a cal
rod element for safer and more
economical drying. To find how
GSI can help you and to see a
typical farm set up call 753-8609
ABC
anytime after 5:30 p.m.

FRONT YARD moving sale, 218
North 13th Street, Saturday
through Tuesday, Sunday 1:006:00 p.m. If raining, inside.
Antique ice box, air conditioner,
toys, school desks, evening's
clothes, lamps, vacuum cleaner
and other good miscellaneeee
MC's
Items.
-4
SORRELL GELDING,four years ;
old, 15 hands, gelding. Gentle
gaited, fox trot, trot, rack,
A6P
canter. Phone 753-5869.

STOVE, selfELECTRIC
cleaning oven, like new, $100.00.
Four hardwood kitchen chairs,
HONDA CL70, excellent con$16.00. One new ports crib, $20.00.
MC
dition. Phone 753-7947.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
FURNISHED APARTMENT.
Baby swing, $5.00. Phone 753ABC
inBELTONE FACTORY fresh 8749.
R & R ASPHALT Paving. Quality DISTRIBUTOR WANTED to $110.00 per month. utiltities
DACHSHUND PUPPIES, four
FOR SALE
hearing aid batteries for all make
work guaranteed. Business and service "Walt Disney Products" cluded. Couples preferred. 710
ARC registered, black and tan,
A7C
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. ABC 1973 YAMAHA RT3, 360cc Enresidential. Free estimates. accounts. High earnings! Income Poplar, ask for Betty.
males and one ARC registered
4
condition.
Excellent
duro.
Phone day or night Mayfield 247- over $1,000 per month possible!
1969 JOHNSON 25 H.P. motor,
miniature red male dachshund
Phone 753TFC Inventory necessary $3,290 to ONE BEDROOM furnished manual
1973-14' CONCRETE STEPPING stones months old. $850.00.
72131.
start.
Champion bloodlines.
puppy.
A9NC
apartment, air conditioned. aluminum Durocraft boat. 1200 and concrete splash blocks. 5994 after 5:00p.m.
Four generation typewritten
start! Call collect Mr. Brady
Partial utilities paid. Married lb. Moody trailer. Will sell motor Murray lumber Company, 104
WILL DO trash and brush (214) 243-1981.
pedigree free with each puppy. !
AllP
couples only. No pets. Phone 753- and boat separately. Phone 436- Maple Street.
hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
MC SUMMER CLEARANCE SALE:
A6C
Phone Benton 527-9700.
9741.
TFC
753-6130.
Al?
5 H.P. riding mower, 1206.95, B &
mc 2136.
AND approved by S Engine. 7 H.P. electric start
TESTED
REMINGTON 12 gauge 870
Highway
Roby
Engine.
ue its
ilps
tlu
lltiroens
Luis
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
BUSINESS
B
BEDROOM furnished GOOD USED white kitchen sink m
cut, $319.95,
30"sales,
ON
mower,
riding
Wingmaster pump shotgun, one
TFC
cleartcreriss7t
hmnem
753-7850.
d
carpe
installation. Phone
OPPORTUNITY
USED RIDING mowers, 139.95 year old deluxe polly choke
apartment. Also two bedroom with good faucets. Priced $12.00.
Man or Woman
September 4C and up. Murray Supply, phone barrel. Phone 753-3570.
trailer. Both kt mile from Phone 753-3972.
A7C Kwik-Pik Market,Five Point68, Benton, Ky.
A7NC
Al1C
Reliable person from this
s.
753-3361.
Murray. Phone 901-232-8347. MC
AuguftlIC
area to service and collect
HEARING
A
HAVING
FISHING BOAT-14' Cherokee,
SPECIAL 14 H.P. John Deere
from automatic dispensers.
1972-14' BOSTON Whaler boat
No experience needed - we
SPECIAL 5' fiberglass one piece lawn and garden tractor with
NICE ONE bedroom furnished 20 H.P. Johnson motor. 14' DINETTE TABLE, formica top,
H.P.
PROBLEM?
40
with
trolling
motor,
establish accounts for you
tub, $172.50, white and colors. number 48 mower. Regular
apartment, air conditioned, all fiberglass ski boat, back to beck with six vinyl covered chairs.
Car, references, and S995.00
Good condition. 850m or nem Johnson motor and Paris Line
Murray Supply, 753For free bearing test and
electric. Adjacent to university seats, walk through aisle, 40 H.P.
to 51,995 00 cash capital
$1965.00. Through July or while
Air trailer. Phone 436-2245.
A7C
necessary 4 to 12 hours
3361.
Augusti1C supply lasts $1695.00. Murray
campus. Couples only. Phone 753- Johnson electric motor. Boat and offer. Phone 753-3092.
consultation call 7534832.
weekly cOuld net good part
A9C motor are in A-1 condition.
3005.
August8C
time income Full time more
A. Edison air SPECIAL 34"x32" one piece Supply,753-3381.
For local interview, write,
Priced low for quick sale. Can be OVER-UNDER shotgun and .22, SALE THOMAS
number
telephone
10,000
BTU,
include
$184.25.
conditioners.
THE OWE Shoppe. Furniture
fiberglass shower stalls. Special GENTLE PLEASURE mare,
TWO BEDROOM trailer, air seen at 213 South 12th Street or two man raft, pup tent, Olympus
17,000 BUT,
EAGLE INDUSTRIES
1112 00. White and colors. Murray three bridles and 1-horse trailer.
conditioned, large living room phone 753-0599.
stripping and repairs. 1301 Main,
A7P Pen 35mm camera. Phone 753Department BV
HIghway 68, Be
w.j7it;rui: KenSupply, 753-3361.
next to the Dairy Queen. Phone
August/IC Also two saddles. Phone 435with pull out extension, storage
A6P
393I Meadowbrook Road
8019.
lucky.
August21C
St. Louis Park, Minnesota
August24C
753-8240.
building. Water furnished Phone HOUSE TRAILER, 45'x12', two
A4NC
4640.
55426
A6C bedrooms, central heat. Ex489-2513.
GU'TTERING BY Sears. Sears
REGISTERED MINIATURE
JERRY'S REFINISHING de
Phone 354schnauzer puppies, non shed, top HEAVY DUTY trailer, 6'x7' for seamless gutters. installed per MOBILE HOME, 50'110' RitzLOANS, AVAILABLE for any ONE BEDROOM furnished cellent condition.
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
A7C personality. Health guaranteed. road or field use. $70.00. Phone your specifications. Call Larry craft, two bedrooms, fully furup to any apartment with storage closet 8565.
$20,000.00
purpose,
South of ?viurriq on Hwy. 641.
Melody-Ayre Kennels 901-642- 7674462 or 767-2357 alter 5:00 Lyles at 753-2310 for free nished, fully carpeted, air conand screened in back porch.
„ t. Call Mr. Hensley l5-247S
owner (5'J2) 482_ amouri
TFC ditioned. Phone 437-4444.
A7C estimate.
.Jerry McCoy,
A9P
A8C p.m.
1930
or 901-232-8327.
Tpc 1152.
N11P Couples only. Phone 753-6524. A6C
8837.

-Repair
ntpert serice. Rebuilt
W. Dyer,
Phone 753-'
TFC

tEN'T
155.00 per
'ill sell for
A7C
15.

ieat contro'
control call
ding CornTFC

753-7278

Montgomery Ward
1203 Chestnut

IN MEMORY

ADVERTISE!! HANNA Sign
Sale. Wednesday only
Company, 607 South 4th Street. In memory of Norma Darnall
=cent off ell Returnee
August7C who passed away one year ago:
Phone 753-8346.
Open till 7:00 P.M.
today, August 6. People may
think We have forgotten, when at
times they see us smile. But little
SUMMER CLEARANCE on all
Armstrong large truck tires.
do they know the heartache our
First line:
smile hides all the while.
82S x 20-10 ply $36.00 + $6.1
Although her soul is now free
from terror and pain. The World
900 x 20-10 ply $46.18 + $7.33
would seem like heaven if we had
her back again. It broke our
x 20-12 ply $59.95 + $9.10
1000
and
beans
peas,
WILL SHELL
hearts to lose her, but she didn't REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
1000 x 22-12 ply $62.34 + $9.98
limas. 102 South 9th Street. Phone go
alone, Part of us went with her
Armstrongs best highway tread
Al
753-3254.
the day God called her home.
HY OWNER: beautiful shady lot truck tire.
Sadly missed by mother and dad, 100' x 253'. beside park, Sharp 825 x 20-10 ply $44.16 + $6.14
brothers and family
LANDSCAPING. NO Job too sister,
Street. Ready for quality home. 900 a 20-10 ply $55.34 + $7.33
large or too small. Phone Benton children.
Phone ( 6061549-2494. August27NC 1000 x 20-12 ply $66.68 + $9.00
A11C'
527-9632 or 527-9815.
1000 x 22-12 ply $70.22 -4- $9.98
WUNTRY LOTS; trees, water, Armstrongs Best traction type
WANT TO BUY
'fireplugs. Extra large. High and truck tires.
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
Control, Phone 753-3914 100 South WANT TO BUY July 9 copies of dry after rains. $3500.00. Phone 825 x 20-10 ply $55.21 + $7.25
August6C 900 x 20-10 ply $61.14 + $8.51
13th Street. -Every day you The Ledger Si Times. Please Sam Harris 7534061
1000 x 20-10 ply $73.09 + $10.52
bring to the Ledger & Times, 103
delay lets bugs have their
TFNC THREE BEDROOM brick house, Armstrong Best lug type tire:
TFC North 4th Street.
way."
fully carpeted, all built-ins. 508 825 x 20-10 ply $53.89 + $7.25
South 13th Street. 122,000.00, 900 x 20-10 ply $59.92 + $8.51
Aut,"TioN
AU1-1110N
A9C 1000 x 20-10 ply $73.21 + $10.52
Phone 753-1492.
Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
September 4C
103 acres land and Ky.
OWNER
BY
AUCTION SALE
Adjoining TVA. Phone 354trees.
sale
for
Inc.
offer
will
Auction,
The Murray Dealers Auto
A9NC
8604.
on August 18, 1973 at the hour of 2:00 o'clock P.M. the real
TV Towers
the
to
property
personal
of
quantity
large
estate and a a
& Antennas
Murray.
of
ORTH
HOUSE-N
Highon
located
is
highest and best bidder. This real estate
Lowest Prices Ever
Three bedroom tri-level, two
way 641 South, some three (3) miles South of Murray, KenTV Service Center
central
baths, den with fireplace,
tucky, and has been used as an automobile auction. Located
Central Shopping Center
available.
Acreage
air.
and
heat
estate
real
on this property are three (3) buildings. This
Phone 753-5865
AlOP
Phone Benton 527-8529.
fronts on Highway 641 South-some 489 feet and some five (5)
2 acre tract is paved and enclosed by a fence.
/
acres of this 51
wall board,
LOT 606 in Pine Bluff Shores, ti" BATHROOM
All real and personal property will be sold together to the
plywood,
4'x8'
C-D
"
2
1
/
each.
$5.25
Paducah
150'x100', $300.00. Phone
highest bidder for cash at the date of sale or twenty per cent
898-7169 anytime Saturday or $4.75 each. Twenty different
20 per cent) down with the balance of the purchase price
of paneling from $3.65
Sunday after 5..00 p.m on week- selections
payable not more than thirty )40) days from the date of sale.
for storm doors
Plexiglass
up.
A9C
days.
Bidders must register immediately prior to the sale and the
.4sotnd windows,50 cents square foot
the
of
inspection
For
premises.
the
on
conducted
sale will be
up. Fiberglass seconds, all
$10.00 DOWN and $10.00 per and
property contact J.T. Todd or James L. Lassiter. This
from 5 cents square foot
.color,s,
lot
month will buys large wooded
property-Is- ideal for many purposes due to its location
and up. Ross & Tuck Salvage,
access
Lake
Shores.
Keniana
at
Condition.
Tenn. Open 6 days
central water-all weather Martin,
MURRAY DEALERS AUTO AUCTION, INC.
Phone
901-587week.
436streets. Phone 436-2473 or
J.T. TODD, PRESIDENT
SeptembereC
August9NC 2420.
-5320.

Happy-Ad

lion
Lease

Happy
Birthday
Myles

th good
veil and
will be
is next
• more

3571
FERED
.I0R, Inisles phone
'ainting &
) estimate.
Al4C
of TennSpringville,
your stone
as of stone.
TFC
WE Home
ey Street,
covers, 14
ioose from.
anchors.
Jig. 24 hour
2iptember 7C

additions,
ential or
• old. Free
'FTC.
M.

arden work.
r. Phone 753- •
A6P

SIO

PRIVATE ROOMS for boys or
men. Has kitchen facilities, THREE BEDROOM brick house,
central heat and air, private carpet throughout, central heat
and air, garage. Five miles north
entrance. Phone 436___,August9C of Murray. Phone 753-5639. A13C
TWO BEDROOM furnished
apartment,large living room and
kitchen. Available for two male
students. Inquire at Kelly's Pest
Control, 100 South 13th Street.A6C

Aluminum
Siding

Tas. Reg.U:11. P. Oft.--All 44.41 monad
ww.
,
0 1973 W UMW Furtive Sr

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

FOR SALE

VERNON'S BOOT & Shoe & SEAMLESS GUTTERING, white
Western Store Si Shoe Repair, enamel finish, never needs
Inc., next to Tom's Pizza Palace, painting. Free estimate. Phone
across from Central Shopping 7534407 or 753-8992. Atkins Gutter
August23C
Center. Hours 9:00-9:00 Monday Service, Murray.
through Saturday, 1:00-6:00
Sunday. Just arrived-3 styles
SUMMER CLEARANCE on
I.evis, latest style bush jean bells. Brother sewing machines. Model
dress
styles
new
10
Just arrived
1381--regular $79,95, sale price
shoes-solid leather. Western
Model 621-regular $99.95,
$44.49.
hats--Western clothes. 10 per
price $63.56. Model 751-sale
the
throughout
now
on
cent sale
regular $139.95, sale price $95.47.
store. 2 for 1 sale on Verde dress
Model 761-regular $159.95, sale
boots and Roughout casual boots
price $114.37. Roby Sales, HighFour
$12.97
shoes.
golf
BARGAIN TIRES - Armstrong ladies
way 68, Benton, Kenmade - while present inventory styles Western .leans. $12.00-- tucky.
August23C
TFC
$9.00.
Now
lasts. 4 ply nylon 775125-845 by
14" or 15" $15.06+1/80. Custom
PEACHES, HAND picked,
supreme polyester F-G-H-78 by
limited amount. Phone 753-5653
14" or 15" 116.51+12.80. Custom
after Friday. Delivery Tuesday,
78 Series polyester F-G-H 78 by
Wednesday and Thursday. MC
14" or 15" 117.70+12.69.
Polyester Glass belted F-G-H 78
52 GALLON hot water healer,
by 14" or 15" 118.44+13.10
U you spent your vacation electric, $40.00. Kitchen set, like
78)
F-G-H
Belted
Steel
Polyester
painting the woodwork and
new, $35.00. Miscellaneous items.
by 14" or 15" 121.50+$3.10. Wide
windows on your brick
A6C
Phone 753-9465.
70 series Polyester glass belted
can
we
completely
home,
15"
or
F-G-H 70 by 14"
cover all wood with
super
CampbellINNERSPRING
120.81+1306. Wide 60 series
aluminum that never has to
• ou
•
).
nytIong glass belted E-G-L by 15"
be painted. It has a hi year firm. N
$25.90 + $366.. Roby Sales, Highguarantee. We sell and
.itarteiri
ne 753-.7578
at a bar
way 68, Benton, Ky. September5C
Install all types of siding.
A6P
4:30p.m.

Cooking

BARRETT'S
SERVICE
CENTER

a111916
3.
75C

PEACHES, $6.00 bushel. This
week is the pick of the peach
season. We are picking our best
varieties now. Purple hull peas
$4.00 bushel. Green beans, 16.00
bushel. Corn picked daily.
Flippen Hill Billy Barn is backed
by over 200 acres of apples
peaches and vegetables. Come to
the Flippen Hill Billy Barn on the
Union City and Hickman Highway for your fresh produce. No
grocery store orders please. A6C

PMSE4
FOOD PRICES

Under New Management

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Another View

Hwy. 94 East of Murray

753-1916
WILL DO barn painting and
commercial spraying. Rusty
roofs a specialil Phone 753-0400
or 382-±29U
August 13C

NOTICE

Gordon's Farmers Market

ORR ELECTRIC, electric motor
repair and sale. New Concord
JOHN'S REPAIR Service. Road, phone 759-8114. AugustiK
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
TFC
753-7625 nights.
If You

.E
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.

0'

Mats Goodat

CAIN GULF
'76
UNION
Phone 753-6129

4th & Elm

DEAN MEANS QUALITY TIRES
... and you can't beat the price!!
DEAN
POLARIS 78 Full 4-Ply Polyester Cord
Whitewalls
Tubeless
_
SIZE

FED
TAX

Exchange

31.81
1.93
2.22
2.37
2.53
2.75
2.40
2.50
316

VS 96
1590
17.90
11110
19.95
21 95
19 95
71 95
73.95

Pr.CC

A

B78-13
C71-13
E78-14
F71614
078-14
11711-14
0711-15
1471615
L78-15

Price includes Free mounting and balancing

Exchange
size
series
60"
wide
Ste our complete line - Compacts thru
• Master Charge • Bank Americard • Supercard

753-5862
4
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Kentucky Given Low
'Quality Of Life' Rate

Markets Hope For Shipments Of
Beef As Shoppers Deplete Stock
mento. Calif., as he looked at
the long line at the meat counter
Meanwhile, the government
was sticking to its guns on the
beef price freeze — at least for
the time being.
Treasury Secretary George
P. Shultz on ABC television's
"Issues and Answers" Sunday
said that the freeze on retail
beef prices would be kept until
Sept. 12, the date set by President Nixon last month when he
lifted price controls from all
other foods.
Saying that the cattle being
held off the market now would
have to be sold sometime, the
secretary added: "The more
they hold back now, the more
will come onto the market on
Sept. 12, and that will tend to
hold prices down in the future."
However, New York City's
consumer affairs commissioner, Betty Furness, said on Sunday that prices would soar once
controls were removed.
Speaking on a local television
program, she advised shoppers
to "forget about buying beef
until this hysteria has passed."
Beef was the critical item for
most people over'the weekend.
-One guy came in here and
filled three shopping bags with
meat for his restaurant," said
the meat manager of Ralph's
Market in Los Angeles.
not fair to the customers." The
store later imposed a limit of
two steaks and two pounds of
ground beef per shopper—a
practice adopted by supermarkets in many cities

Dr. Herrell F. DeGraff, president of the American Meat Institute, said beef would get
even scarcer in the days ahead.
DeGraff's comments were in
an interview in the current issue of U.SJNews & World Report
He said the beef freeze also
would lead to shortages of other meats. "It is simple arithmetic," he said. "Beef normally supplies 55 per cent of the
meat that Americans eat; pork
and poultry 45 per cent. If the
majority of demand is concentrated on that 45 per cent, there
will be a real scramble in supermarkets, and the cost of
pork, bacon, ham and broiler
chickens is going to soar right
out of sight."
A Richway supermarket in
Funeral services for Claude
an Atlanta, Ga., suburb ran out
Darnall were held Saturday at
of beef over the weekend. "SorBUSINESS AS USUAL--Skylab II astronaut Jack Lousma, foreground, in gravity simulator with
two p.m. at the chapel of the
ry, no more beef," read a sign other two crewmen, Alan Bean and Owen Garriott as they continued experiments as mission control
Collier Funeral Home with Bro.
over the meat counter.
personnel study the propulsion problem aboard their conunandship. The Skylab crew was told they
John Hicks and Bro. Lake Riley
weren't,
the
Supermarkets
would continue their work in hopes of completing their 59-day mission. A rescue spaceship is being
officiating.
problems.
Resonly ones with
readied at Cape Kennedy, Fla.. in the event It is needed.
Burial was in the Darnall
(AP Wirephoto
complaining
too.
taurants
were
Cemetery.
the
Restaurant
officials
in
Darnall, age 83, Benton, died
Santa Monica, Calif., area said
Thursday at 5:30 p.m. at the
guards were being put on delivBenton Municipal Hospital. He
ery trucks by some meat supwas a member of the Benton
pliers because of the possibility
Church of Christ.
theft. "These trucks are
of
is
survived
by
The deceased
worth a fortune now." said
his wife, Mrs. Bessie Darnall of
George Bennett, head of the
Benton; three daughters, Mrs.
Monica Bay area restauSanta
Atkins
of
Hardin,
Mrs.
Ted
By HOWARD BENEDICT
new awning-like sunshade and Analysis disclosed leaks in two
rant association.
Beauton Johnston of Benton
AP Aerospace Writer
search for leaks in the craft's syttemg that cool certain elecA
steakhouse
in
IndependRoute Five, and Mrs. Riley
tronic systems.
SPACE CENTER, Houston air conditioning system.
ence, Mo., meanwhile anJohnston of Benton; two sons,
The control center said exbulky space suits at(A?)—
Two
Skylab
2
astroWearing
nounced
a
new
item
would
be
H.B. Darnall of Almo and
lifelines, Dr. perts had been studying the
nauts
stepped
60
-foot
outside
their
tached
to
on
the
menu
Tuesday:
The
Howard Darnall of Taylor,
- Nixon Special,' a 49-cent soup troubled space station today to Owen K. Garriott and Jack R. leaks and determined that the
Mich.; two sisters, Mrs. Mary
load telescope film, unfurl i Leurnia exited through an air7"4 primary system still had-about
and
cheese Sandwich luncheon.
Starks of Hardin and Mrs. Amy
lock hatch to start the planned 16 days' supply of coolant. A
Ivey of Detroit, Mich.; brother,
excursion. Skylab was backup system had enough for
32-hour
S.P. (Sid) Darnall of Benton
771 mites above the 60 days—enough to complete
orbiting
Route Eight; twenty-three
the mission.
earth.
grandchildren; thirty great
The spacewallters were to
commander, Alan
2's
Skylab
grandchildren; one great great
Bean, monitored the walk link rods into two 55-foot poles,
L.
grandchild.
from inside the station, relay- join the poles in a V and attach
ing Mission Control radio in- them to a strut on the telescope
structions and ready to assist assembly. The 22-by 24-foot
of
six
miles
southeast
Eng
navy
port
for
the
home
and
is
By DENNIS NEELD
aluminum-coated shade is to be
Phnom Penh, was in close sup- gunboats that escort ship con- in case of trouble.
Associated Press Writer
fitted over the poles.
Garriott
and
task
for
First
PHNOM PENH, Cambodia port of government forces in voys carrying supplies from
The shade will supplement a
South Vietnam to Phnom Penh. Lousma was to erect the sail- large parasol installed in May
i
AP)
— A misdirected U.S. the area of Highway 1.
A new assistant manager has
the
keep
to
help
sunshade
like
The
navy
and
military
base,
The area around the bases
by the Skylab 1 crew to cool
been assigned to the local bombing strike hit the Cam- 32 miles southeast of the capihas been bombed for months by laboratory cool. That was to the laboratory by reflecting
Otasco store. Bill Morrow has bodian navy's Mekong River tal of Phnom Penh, was hit
and U.S. fighter-bombers. take more than an hour.
been transferred to the Murray base at Neak Luong today, kill- with about 20 bombs, the MU
The air conditioning leak, away the sun's rays.
Reports
from the countryside
persons
and
about
100
ing
The space walk originally
Otasco store from a store in
which
came to light Sunday
sources said_
say the area has been devaswas
scheduled last Tuesday but
Blytheville, Arkansas. Morrow wounding many others, miliproblem
to
night, is the latest
First reports said there were tated.
was postponed four times while
replaces Harold Griggs who has tary sources said.
exalready
station,
the
beset
The accidental bombing was about 100 persons killed and at
transferred to the company's
In Bangkok, Thailand, a gov- periencing propulsion leaks and the astronauts recovered from
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and Dr. Cleo Dawson Smith,
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and her daughter, Miss Gail
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the all-day bi- Lyons of Henry Street,
State Police Trooper Melvin retired teacher from the
John L Williams is the local including one for unnecessary speakers during
Murray,
political picnic, held returned to their home on Perkins said the derailment oc- University of Kentucky.
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Makes
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Perkins said a carload of new meetings held throughout the
in a two car accident gt
crippled child whole again if at passenger on a motorcycle
years ago I said that if we re- the Intersection of Henry and trucks and a load of new cars ...five day convention.
all possible.
while not wearing a helmet, one elected Richard Nixon we
Meadow Lane. Mrs. Lyons were extensively damaged •in • An exhibit of arts and crafts
for improper registration, one would lose many of the freefrom the various places was
suffered a broken leg and Miss the accident
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special event
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By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Supermarkets hoped for new
shipments of beef today to replace merchandise snapped up
by weekend shoppers, but
many stores said they expected
only a fraction of what they
needed
A spokesman for one Los Angeles market said he was figuring on "probably a 60 per
cent cut" in the amount of beef
he normally gets.
You open the door and it's
like gangbusters,' said a supermarket employe in Sacra-

Claude Darnall
Passes Away

Astronauts Step Outild-e-On
Spacewalk For Duties Today

Kills 100 ot Cambodian Naval Base
Misdirected U.S. Bombing Strike

Morrow Named To
Post At Otasco

Daughter of Local
Couple Gets Degree

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Murray Women
Meet At Miami
Attend Sorority

Miller Speaks On Watergate At
Accident ... Fancy Farm Picnic Saturday

Seen Ueard--

LH Cars Derail
Near Bonnieville

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) —
A report by a consulting firm
here, grading "quality of life"
in each of the 50 states, gives
Kentucky some pretty low
marks as a place to live.
Based on a study of 100 factors—ranging from rainfall to
equality to number of symphony orchestras—Midwest Research Institute ranked Kentucky 47th among the 50 states
in quality of life.
Only three states ranked below Kentucky in the study by
the nonprofit research organization: South Carolina, Mississippi and Alabama. At the
top in quality of life were California, Colorado and Connecticut. Officials at MRI stress, however, that the study, based on
information compiled in 1770,
"doesn't tell whether a state is
good or bad but only compares
it in certain respects to other
states."

Watergate ...
4Coathwiedfrom Page 1)- -Gray, who retired to join Nixon's 1960 campaign after a
brilliant 20-year career in the
Navy, said he was trained in
the military service to say,
"aye aye, sir," when given orders.
He said he didn't question the
authority of White +louse aides
Dean and John D. Ehrllctunan
when they gave him what be
took to be orders to destroy papers taken -lean in. White
House safe of Watergate conspirator E. Howard Hunt Jr.
Gray recounted again how he
and Lt. Gen, Vernon A. Walters
Jr., deputy director of the CIA,
came to the conclusion in the
weeks after the Watergate raid
that men on the White House
staff were trying to confuse the
Investigation.
He said he contacted Nixon
July 8, and said, "Dick Walters
and I feel that people on your
staff are trying to mortally
wound you by using the CIA
and FBI and. by confusing the
question of CIA interest in, or
not in, people the FBI wishes to
interview."
He said Nixon paused, and
said, "Pat, you just continue to
conduct your aggressive and
thorough investigation."
Gray said his warning to Nixon hadn't referred to an obstruction of justice, what had
become known as the Watergate cover-up. "But I certainly
think it was adequate to put
him on notice that members of
the White House staff were using the FBI and CIA," Gray
said.
"Frankly, I expected the
President to ask me some questions," Gray said.
For two weeks, he said, he
called Walters to ask him if he
had heard from the President.
"When I heard nothing I began to feel Gen. Walters and I
were alarmists, that we had
Aild of nothing," Gray said.
Throughout his testimony,
Gray emphasized that he had
followed what he believed to be
orders from proper authority.
He said that even when he
found the Hunt papers included
State Department cables implicating President John F. Kennedy in the 1963 Diem assassination in Vietnam, he didn't
question his orders. Actually,
the papers were forged, but
Gray thought they were genuine.
"How could they have been
politically embarrassing to the
Nixon administration?" asked
Sen. Daniel K. Inouye, DHawaii.
-"I don't know," Gray said.
"That's what I was told."
Gray, who spent most of his
Navy career in submarines,
also indicated bitterness at
being drawn into the wiretapping scandal.
The President said last April
that on March 21, as a result of
new allegations that came to
his attention, he ordered those
investigating the Watergate
wiretapping to report directly
to him in the White House.
"Did you ever receive...a directive from the President?"
asked Sen. Lowell P. Weicker
Jr., R-Conn.
"No sir," Gray said
"Was the FBI still inv Dived
in the Watergate investi .ation
in March?" Weicker asked.
"Yes," Gray said. He said
the agency was probing activities of Donald Segretti, an alleged " pafftfciit saboteur who'
took orders from the White
House

One of Kentucky's highest
ratings came in the area of individual equality, based on a
comparison of working and living conditions among people
within each state. The report
included adjustments for educational attainment and workinghour differences between men
and women, white and nonwhite persons. Kentucky ranked 1.18--above the national average index of 1.00.
In the area of techology, however, the state had a ranking of
.32, and in education ranked .52
against the national average index.
Meanwhile, the report notes
that 95.4 per cent of the state's
employable population is employed and the Kentucky family
has an income averaging $2,165
for each member. Ten states
did worse in that department.
In local and state spending
per capita on education, Kentucky averaged $218 against a
national average of $234.
Eighty-one per cent of the
state's families have incomes
above the poverty level compared to the national average
of 89, the report states, while,,
the state trails the nation in the
number of homes with plumbing-79 per cent compared with
93 per cent nationally.
Meanwhile, the Bluegrass
state has fewer library books
per capita-1.03 compared to the
national average of 1.70—and
fewer symphony orchestras-1.3
per 100,000, compared to 2.99
nationally.
But Kentucky doesn't trail in
"air Tkpartments, inording-- to
the study: The humidity level
rated a 59, against a national
figure of 58.
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Sparks . . .
(Coathmed from Page 1)
we would barter our freedom of
choice for future security, we
dismal
a
expect
can
tomorrow," he said.
He listed several values
toward which education should
be aimed to assist students in
attaining their fullest potential--apiritual values, justice,
truth, obligations to children,
love for fellowmen, virtue and
loyalty.
Sparks, a veteran of 43 years
in public education, announced
retirement plans earlier this
year. He is continuing to serve
as the fifth president of Murray
State until newly named MSU
president Constantine Curris
takes over.
Degrees awarded by Sparks
during the ceremonies in Lovett
222
Auditorium included
degrees,
287
bachelor's
master's degrees, 11 specialist
in college teaching degrees and
two specialist in education
degrees.
• Five graduating students in
the class are listed as Summa
Cum Laude with four-year
academic averages of 3.8 or
better of a possitkie 4.0. Five
others graduate Magna Cum
Laticie-(illo 3.79) and -10
Laude (3.3 to 3.59).
Mikel Dwaine Smith of
Murray finished as the top
student in the class with a
perfect 4.0 grade point standing.
Other Summa Cum Laude
graduates and their academic
averages are: William Edward
Kerrick, Elizabethtown, 3.97;
Kathy McNeely Hodge, Marion
Route 1, 3.96; Donna Jo Pope,
Hampton Route 1, 3.86; and
Lettie Ellen Taylor, Paducah,
3.84.
Magna Cum Laude graduates are: Judy Davis Brent, Cunningham Route 1; Gordon T.
Bryant, Island Route 1: Phyllis
Jean Dickerson, Mayfield
Route 2; Debris Anne Nickum,
Mayfield; and Terry Wayne
Stubblefield, Hazel Route 2
Cum Laude graduates are.
Anna Lancaster Barclay,
Mayfield; Robert Kent Barnes.
Sturgis Route 2; Diane Leah
Berger, Louisville; Ellen
Louise Berrill, Murray Route 7;
Phyllis Ann Cannon, Kuttawa;
Debra Lynn Causey, Henderson
Route
1;
Linda,, Marie
Czajkowski, Nashville, Ill.;
Route 3; Patricia Esce
Ferguson, Liverpool, N.Y.;
Wanda Fay Garrett, Murray;
Holtman,
Judith
Ann
Louisville; Charles S. Hoover,
Marion Route 4; Ginna
Lawrence Walker, Benton
Route 7; Elizabeth Ann Mix,
Bardwell Route 3; Debra Lee
Nall, Louisville; Delores Hart
Niernann, Princeton; Tom P.
O'Dell, Hodgenville; Randall
Lee. Mier, "PrifiCaloa; Mary
Ann Ftomaneck, Paducah; and
Randle Lee Ryan, Paducah.
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